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Dear readers,
MULTIVAC had a successful year in 2017. Our annual turnover

serve the medical and pharmaceutical sectors. In addition to this,

almost reached the 1 billion euro mark. In addition to further

we have continued to expand our product portfolio and exper-

developing our range of products and services, we also invested

tise in line systems and automation. This means today we can

in 2017 in the continuing expansion of our Production, Sales and

offer you integrated and holistic solutions from one source. These

Service networks. We recently opened a new factory in the USA

extend from product infeed equipment to packing, inspection

and a new production facility in Bulgaria. We also founded our

and marking systems and right through to end-of-line solutions.

own Sales and Service bases inTaiwan, Mongolia and Macedonia.

Since the trend towards increased individualisation and vari-

In March of this year we took leave of our Managing Direc-

ety of products continues its uninterrupted path, we would like

tor and Company Partner of many years, Mr Heinz Brenne, who

to present to you at ACHEMA 2018 our range of flexible solu-

passed away at the age of 80. Mr Brenne entered the company in

tions, which are characterised by their high level of efficiency, for

1963 and made a crucial contribution to the successful develop-

packing sensitive products in small batches. The highlights of the

ment of MULTIVAC with his commitment and tireless work. One

trade fair will, for example, include a thermoforming packaging

can only pay the greatest tribute to Mr Brenne in view of what

machine in GMP design with a single-side chain guide for packing

he achieved and of the standing of the company throughout the

pre-filled glass or plastic syringes.

world - we owe him a huge debt of gratitude and will always hold
his memory in honour.
We can look forward positively to the current year despite

In this UPDATE edition we have assembled for you the latest
information about our activities in the medical and pharmaceutical sectors. I wish you a lot of enjoyment in reading it.

many risks and challenges in various regions of the world. In 2018
we have once again undertaken an extensive investment program. At our Wolfertschwenden site work is due to start on a new

With very best wishes

production and office building, which will include an assembly
hall for our traysealers and the Test Center for our slicer business.
We will also expand production capacity in Lechaschau, as well
as at MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection in Enger.
In recent months we have successfully completed a number of highly complex projects in conjunction with our customers
in the medical and pharmaceutical industries. This is due to our

Yours sincerely,

many years of expertise, which we have systematically built up to

Hans-Joachim Boekstegers
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Due to ever smaller batch sizes in the pharmaceutical sector, so-called tray systems
are increasingly being used for transporting sensitive products. These systems
ensure the products are transported in a secure, stable, and controlled way from
one position to the next, and they also offer the option of integrating a buffer function.
The carriers also ensure contact between the often sensitive products is prevented
during transport. The concept can be used with thermoforming packaging machines,
as well as with fully automatic traysealers in conjunction with a MULTIVAC Tray Carrier
(MTC). The MTC system allows very small batches from batch size 1 onwards to be
produced.
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MULTIVAC OPENS NEW SALES OFFICE IN QUITO

O

pening ceremony: In October

Industry and Commerce. Jairo Rodriguez,

come acquainted with MULTIVAC technol-

2017 MULTIVAC’s new Sales of-

Managing Director of MULTIVAC Colom-

ogy in the showroom, as well as conduct

fice was officially opened in Qui-

bia and Ecuador, showed the new offices

packaging tests on different equipment

to / Ecuador with an Open Door Day. In

and showroom to the visitors and also

systems, and draw on the experience of

addition to a large number of customers

presented the team in Ecuador, which will

experts, allowing them to find efficient

and strategic partners, the guests also

look after sales in this market. The office,

solutions for their particular requirements

included Monica Jativa, EU Commerce

located in Eloy Alfaro Avenue, one of the

- whether that is in the packaging or pro-

Officer for Ecuador, and Jörg Zehnle, CEO

best areas in the capital, is well situated

cessing sector.

of the German-Ecuadorian Chamber of

and easily accessible. Customers can be-

PRODUCTION FACILITY IN BULGARIA GOES INTO OPERATION

N

tres. The IT and

ew production site: The new production facility in Sofia, Bulgaria, was put into operation in the first quarter

Purchasing departments have also been accommodated

of 2018. The factory is situated in the industrial area

in the complex, and a Research & Development department

of Bozhurishte and has a total surface area of around 20,000

has been created there, as well. More than 150 secure jobs

square metres. In addition to a factory building with the lat-

in the region have been created with the new factory. Various

est technology for the production of parts, the complex also

initiatives were started by the company as far back as 2015 to

includes a state-of-the-art Logistics Center, an administration

attract young professionals to MULTIVAC, among them those

building, and a Training Center. The offices, test kitchen, and

in the IT and Logistics sectors.

showroom take up a surface area of around 7,000 square me-

RENOVATION WORK AT MULTIVAC ITALY

R

econstruction work: MULTIVAC

also modernised. It is here the most rep-

Italy has extensively renovated its

resentative machines are displayed, and

headquarters in Corsico. In De-

there are regular packaging trials and

cember 2016, the first renovation phase

training courses for customers, as well as

was completed with the reconstruction of

MULTIVAC technicians.

the Main administration and Sales offices.

Renovation work was also carried out

Particular attention was paid to the Recep-

to the areas for the Technical services and

tion area, as well as the building materials

Spare parts departments, which have

used generally in the renovation, which

been equipped for several years now

were designed to optimise energy con-

with facilities for servicing and repairing

sumption. Sustainability played a central

heating and sealing plates. This service is

role in the overall renovation work.

highly regarded by customers, thanks to

The renovation project continued in
2017, during which the showroom was

the rapid processing and high quality of
the work.

MULTIVAC SPAIN AND THE MIQUEL BIADA INSTITUTE: JOINT OCCUPATIONAL
TRAINING

T

raining partnership: In March 2017, MULTIVAC Spain

aim is to offer students positions in the company, allowign them

signed a cooperation agreement with the Miquel Biada

to combine theory and practice during their training. Working

Institute. This committed MULTIVAC to taking on 15 of the

in cooperation with the Institute, MULTIVAC has also set up a

Institute’s students, who are completing their occupational train-

jobs forum to make it easier for the students to integrate into

ing at middle or higher level as part of a

the world of work, and the packaging specialist is also providing

dual system, on a contractual basis

technical training for the teaching staff by offering free access to

over the next three years. The

its training courses, technology updates and teaching aids.

MULTIVAC TURKEY MOVES INTO NEW
OFFICE SPACE

N

ew offices, same proven service: In the summer of 2017,
MULTIVAC Turkey moved into new office space in Istanbul. Following a two-month reconstruction phase, the

six-storey office building was officially inaugurated as part of an
event for the staff. MULTIVAC customers can continue to have
trust in the proven service by contacting the same team under
the old e-mail addresses and direct dial numbers.
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MULTIVAC IS EXPANDING CAPACITY AT ITS
ENGER PRODUCTION SITE

C

onstruction of new hall: The pro-

accordance with the latest energy-sav-

duction capacity at MULTIVAC

ing regulations and renewable energy

Marking & Inspection in Enger

legislation. “With this extension to our

is being expanded with a brand new

production hall, we primarily want to

production hall - and this will also bene-

expand our production capacity in the

fit the logistics and assembly process-

sectors of conveyor belt labellers and

es. The building work was started in

inspection systems, so we can meet

2017, and the planned date for putting

the constantly increasing demand

the new production hall into operation

for these solutions,” explains Volker

is later this year.

Gerloff, CEO of MULTIVAC Marking &

After the new building has been

Inspection. “Parallel to this, we will also

completed, the current operating area

use the opportunity after completion of

of around 5,800 m² will increase by

the building work to further optimise

approx. 1,600 m². Around 900 m² will

our logistics and assembly processes”

be taken up by the new Assembly/Pro-

This will involve reorganizing all the pro-

duction and Logistics areas, while 300

cess sequences in Goods Inward and

m² will be made available for machining

Stores, as well as in the Machining,

and welding. In addition to this, some

Assembly, and Dispatch departments.

30 new office spaces will be created in

A new shopfloor management system

an area of 370 m² on the top floor.

will also be introduced at the Enger

MULTIVAC is investing, in total,

site in order to ensure more efficient

approximately 2.5 million euros in the

planning and monitoring of operating

new production hall, which, with its

processes, as well as a higher level of

reinforced concrete supporting struc-

transparency, shorter reaction times

ture and its flat roof made of trapezoi-

and improved handling of resources.

MULTIVAC USA
CELEBRATES ITS
30TH BIRTHDAY

C

ompany anniversary: In October
2017, MULTIVAC Inc. marked its 30th
anniversary as a MULTIVAC subsidi-

ary. To celebrate this milestone, an industry
event was organised lasting several days.
Around 300 customers, partner companies, and suppliers took up the invitation. In
addition to presentations by several guest
speakers, the focus of attention was on the
new X-line machine generation, which was
being presented for the first time on the US
market. The program of events was rounded off with the presentation of the recently
expanded state-of-the-art Innovation Center
and the new Production Hall 3, which increases the production area to a total of approx. 4,650 square metres. “It was a great
event, which gave us the opportunity to
express our appreciation of our customers.
They have played a major part in our success
in the last three decades,” says Jim Campbell, President / CEO of MULTIVAC USA.

dal steel sheets, is being constructed in

MULTIVAC AS PART OF “SILICON ALLGÄU”

D

igitalisation in the Allgäu region:

“Allgäuer Zeitung” newspaper initiated a

Marius Grathwohl, Head of Digitalisation,

What consequences does con-

series of events under the title of “Silicon

there was also a podium discussion on the

tinuing digitalisation have for com-

Allgäu” to examine the digitalisation strat-

subject of “Digitalisation and Infrastruc-

panies in the Allgäu? And what opportu-

egy of companies, who have their head-

ture” with companies from the Allgäu and

nities does this megatrend offer? How is

quarters in the Allgäu region.

Dr Markus Söder, the current Bavarian

this changing business models, customer

At the end of January 2018 it was

First Minister. Around 180 visitors took

relationships, and demands on employ-

the turn of MULTIVAC to play host to the

part in the exclusive event and discussed

ees and management? In conjunction

series of events. In addition to a presenta-

subjects relating to infrastructure in the

with the IT company SCALTEL AG, the

tion on digitalisation at MULTIVAC by Dr

Allgäu.

MULTIVAC TAKES OVER THE SLICER DIVISION OF VC999

E

xpansion of line expertise: On 1 December 2017, MULTIVAC
took over the slicing activities of VC999. Thanks to this fur-

SLICER LINES IN ALL OUTPUT CATEGORIES

ther strategically important step in the direction of “Better

The acquisition is an important step for MULTIVAC in the slicer

Processing”, MULTIVAC is now in a position to be able to offer

sector. It means MULTIVAC is now able to offer its customers

complete packaging lines for sliced products such as cheese,

complete slicing and packaging lines in all output categories. To

sliced meats, and ham from one source. MULTIVAC will continue

round off the slicer range, MULTIVAC has recently completed

to use the current VC999 slicer produc-

tion site at Buchenau

further strategic alliances with industrial partners. The BIZERBA

(Dautphetal) as the Development Center and manufacturing loca-

slicer portfolio in the smaller output range has been part of the

tion for prototypes. The mass production of slicers will take place

MULTIVAC Group’s offer worldwide in recent times, and this

at MULTIVAC’s headquarters in Wolfertschwenden. Extensive

range of slicers perfectly complements the Group’s portfolio

investment for this in a highly modern production site is being

of packaging machines for the production of small and medi-

planned, and this will include a state-of-the-art facility for appli-

um-sized batches. In order to meet the requirements in the

cation technology. Complete slicer lines are now available at the

high-output sector, MULTIVAC will in future market FORMAX

Wolfertschwenden site for carrying out customer trials.

slicers from PROVISUR in selected regions.

The slicer division of VC999 is a comparatively young busi-

With its entry into the slicer business, MULTIVAC is fulfilling

ness unit, founded just five years ago as part of the VC999 com-

an essential precondition for optimising the level of slicer integra-

pany, which has been operating successfully for many years in

tion in automated packaging lines, with the aim of not just reduc-

the packaging machine sector. The slicer division manufactures

ing the footprint of automatic slicer lines but also increasing the

state-of-the-art slicer solutions for use on an industrial scale,

output capability of these solutions. In future all MULTIVAC prod-

which meet the highest hygiene requirements and have a mod-

ucts, including slicers and loading equipment, will be operated

ular design. VC999 has decided for strategic reasons to divest

via a unified control platform.

itself of this business unit.
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MULTIVAC SYMPOSIUMS WORLDWIDE

W

hat are the latest requirements

by MULTIVAC. Around 40 representatives

the latest requirements and trends in the

and packaging trends in the

from well-known companies in the Euro-

packaging of medical products.

medical

pean medical products industry took part

products

industry?

MULTIVAC subsidiaries throughout the

in the event.

Germany: At the beginning of June
2018, MULTIVAC organised a two-day

world are constantly organising interest-

Malaysia/Thailand: In September

symposium in Memmingen in conjunc-

ing symposiums for representatives of

2017, MULTIVAC Malaysia in conjunction

tion with DuPont, Oliver Healthcare Pack-

the medical products industry, so they

with DuPont and Bemis organised two

aging and Steris. The subject for the event

can gain important insights into current

symposiums on the island of Penang

was “Evolution in Technology and Regu-

topics. At the same time the participants

(Malaysia) and in Bangkok (Thailand) for

lation of Medical Device Packaging: Chal-

can obtain information about individual

medical products companies. Both events

lenges and Trends”. The program included

solutions for their specific requirements,

were very well attended with around 100

expert presentations and workshops, as

as well as using the opportunities for net-

participants.

well as a factory tour of MULTIVAC in Wol-

working.

Mexico: Also in September 2017,

fertschwenden. The event was arranged

Northern Ireland: Under the motto

MULTIVAC Mexico organised a confer-

for the 25th time in this format. Around

“Design of a Safe and Compliant Sterile

ence in Cd. Juárez (Mexico). Partner com-

45 representatives from the European

Barrier System”, MULTIVAC Ireland organ-

panies DuPont, Greydon and Südpack

medical products industry took up the

ised in June 2017 a symposium in the

supported the event with guest speakers.

invitation.

Northern Irish city of Derry in conjunction

Among the participants were around 35

Netherlands: On 16 and 17 October

with their partners DuPont and Bemis.

representatives from the local medical

2018, MULTIVAC is inviting customers to

In addition to expert presentations and

products industry.

a two-day event in Venlo, Netherlands, in

workshops, the agenda also included a

Dominican Republic: In February

conjunction with its partner companies

factory tour at Bemis. Luc van de Vel,

2018, MULTIVAC Costa Rica invited

DuPont, Oliver Healthcare Packaging and

Vice President of the MCP Business Unit

customers and other representatives

Steris. Expert presentations and work-

at MULTIVAC, gave a lecture on current

from the sector to a conference in Santo

shops are planned, as well as factory visits

developments in packaging machines and

Domingo (Dominican Republic). Partners

to Steris and Oliver Healthcare Packaging.

automation solutions. The participants

Südpack, DuPont and Bell-Mark gave lec-

were also able to gain information about

tures as guest speakers. Around 35 partic-

packaging design in a workshop organised

ipants used the opportunity to learn about

TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE ON INDUSTRY 4.0 PRACTICE

F

ocus on digitalisation: In November 2017, MULTIVAC organ-

as Dominik Rotter, Head of Online Marketing & E-Commerce at

ised a seminar on the subject of Industry 4.0 in conjunction

MULTIVAC and Silvano Nardelli, Head of the MULTIVAC Logistics

with the Faculty of Machine Construction at the University

Center, gave lectures at the university on the digitalisation proj-

of Kempten. The event took place on the initiative of Professor Dr

ects currently being pursued by the company. These included the

Irene Weber, and it was aimed at students studying Industrial En-

company’s own webshop and digital Logistics Center, as well as

gineering with special focus on machine design and construction.

the Internet of Things (IoT) and Smart Services.

For MULTIVAC, digitalisation is an important subject for the

Subsequently, all the participants were invited to a factory

future. In addition to the digitalisation of the company’s own busi-

tour in Wolfertschwenden, including a visit around the Logistics

ness processes, it also includes providing MULTIVAC customers

Center and a live demonstration of a MULTIVAC X-line, the new

with digital services relating to their packaging procedures, as

generation of thermoforming packaging machines. The feedback

well as developing new types of digital-driven business models.

from all 22 participants was resoundingly positive.

Dr Marius Grathwohl, Head of Digitalisation at MULTIVAC, as well
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A LOT OF VARIETY FOR THE YOUNGER GENERATION
Whether it is support during holidays, school mentoring or

“SpoSpiTo - bringt Kinder in Bewegung”.The children could let off

imparting knowledge, MULTIVAC is engaged in many differ-

steam there and try all the different sports equipment. The “mul-

ent initiatives for children and young people in the region

tiKids Day” was initiated by MULTIVAC in 2016 and takes place in

S

ummer holiday program: In 2017, around 100 children

partnership with the Wolfertschwenden Children’s Nursery.

between the ages of five and ten of MULTIVAC staff

Radio program at MULTIVAC: How does the cheese get

took part in the summer holiday program, which was or-

into the pack? In October 2017, the answer to this question

ganised in Wolfertschwenden by MULTIVAC. In the first half of

was given to 24 children between the age of 7 and 13, who

August, the children were able to experiment, lear,n and make

were at MULTIVAC Wolfertschwenden with their parents.

things to their heart’s content for a week in five different activity

MULTIVAC took part in the seventh “Door-opener Day” radio

worlds. The summer holiday program, conducted by the indepen-

program (Westdeutscher Rundfunk, WDR) featuring an event for

dent charitable organisation, ScienceLab e.V, took place for the

families. The participants put various everyday packs under the

sixth time. The program included exciting subjects from natural

microscope. Under the guidance of the MULTIVAC team, they

science and technology, which were tuned to the particular age

learned how a vacuum pack is produced, what vacuum is and why

groups of the children, and from which they could learn through

a pack sometimes “hisses” softly when it is opened. The theoret-

play. An idea that not only meets with the approval of the parents,

ical knowledge was then played out in a practical exercise, which

but above all provides the children with a great deal of enjoyment.

provided a lot of fun to all involved. Since 2011 several hundred

“multiKids Day”: In November 2017, MULTIVAC even organ-

establishments, companies, research laboratories, associations,

ised several childcare days in Wolfertschwenden on public holi-

and other workplaces throughout Germany have been opening

days for around 60 children from the age of six to twelve. Whether

their doors to WDR’s “Door-opener Day”, so interesting facts can

it was adventure stories, sports playground or just pottering about,
there were plenty of activities on offer during “multiKids Day”.
There were four varied play stations for children from the first
to the fifth class in the children’s nursery in Wolfertschwenden.
As a further highlight, the gymnastics hall was converted into a
large adventure playground by the event management company,

be illustrated “live” through entertaining documentary stories.
Education partnership: MULTIVAC and the primary schools
at Benningen-Lachen, Dietmannsried and Ottobeuren are jointly
committed to more knowledge. The company has been supporting these primary schools since Autumn 2017 as part of a
so-called education partnership. As a member of the “Wissenfabrik - Unternehmen für Deutschland e.V”, an initiative
throughout Germany promoting the “Knowledge Factory”
concept, MULTIVAC is bringing the “KiTec” project (Children
discover technology) to these three primary schools with
immediate effect. The project conveys exciting insights
into the world of technology to children from the first

KiTec

to the fourth class. As far back as 2016, MULTIVAC was
already undertaking these education partnerships with
the three primary schools at Wolfertschwenden, Worin-

Kinder entdecken Techn ik

gen and Bad Grönenbach. MULTIVAC provides all the
partner primary schools with modern technology kits,
educational material and know-how. KiTec is a project
by the Knowledge Factory, which is an initiative by companies and entrepreneurial foundations to promote
education and entrepreneurship
in Germany. MULTIVAC has
been committed to the Knowledge Factory since 2015.

TRAINING @ MULTIVAC

OPEN DAY AT TRAINING WORKSHOP

I

34 NEW APPRENTICES

nfo Day for apprentices: In July 2017, MULTIVAC once again

Start of training: On 1 September 2017, MULTIVAC welcomed 34

opened its Apprentice training workshop to school pupils and

young people starting their career future in Wolfertschwenden. A

their parents in the region. Around 180 visitors used the op-

new workforce generation was recruited for the professions of

portunity to gather information about the wide range of occupa-

industrial buyers, IT specialists for system integration and appli-

tional training on offer from the packaging specialist. As one of

cation development, warehouse logistics specialists, technical

the largest employers in the region, MULTIVAC trains young peo-

product designers, mechatronic engineers, electronic engineers

ple in twelve occupational professions - in skilled trade, technical

for automation technology, cutting and grinding equipment oper-

and commercial areas, as well as IT. The students received an

ators, as well as machine construction and assembly technicians.

insight at various training stations into the different occupational

The first days of training are always about finding your feet. The

professions. A presentation by some of the current apprentices

apprentices received a first insight into the history, company cul-

from different company departments, as well as tips for those

ture, and products of MULTIVAC. There were also various out-

applying for training, were all well received by the participants.

door activities in the induction program such as raft building and

The event took place as part of the third official “Packaging Day”,

canoeing on the Rottachsee lake. Finally to round off the varied

which was created by the German Packaging Institute (Deutsch-

program of events, there was some guidance and training for the

es Verpackungsinstitut e.V.). The aim of this initiative is to provide

new apprentices on the “do’s and don’ts”, which was great fun

information about the importance of packaging and the capabili-

for all involved.

ties of its players, as well as making it easier for school pupils and
students to find a profession in the packaging sector.
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MEGATREND TOWARDS INDIVIDUALISATION - PACKAGING OF SMALL
BATCHES
We asked Luc van de Vel, Vice President of the MCP (Medical,
Cosmetics & Pharmaceuticals) Business Unit at MULTIVAC.

Mr van de Vel, the trend in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology sectors continues its
uninterrupted path towards individualisation
and ever smaller batches. How do you, at
MULTIVAC, assess this development?,

In a very positive way, since individualisation
means products are designed in a tailored way to
the specific requirements of the patient or group
of patients. This enables them to be more effective than products, which cover a wide spectrum
for many users.
As regards the packs themselves, it can be
seen that they are becoming ever more complex
and often have to perform certain functions,
which previously were not even part of our
focus. The trend is reflected directly in the packs,
and this is both visible and tangible - for us as

machine manufacturers, for doctors and pharmacists and ultimately also for patients.
But with all the changes that this trend
brings, it should not however be forgotten, that
as always the primary purpose of packaging
is generally product protection. Packs protect
against mechanical damage and environmental
influences, as well, as temperature fluctuations,
heat, cold, and UV light. The products are often
sterilised after packing, and the packaging must
therefore maintain the sterility of the product.
In some cases, sensitive products require modified atmosphere with reduced oxygen content,
and here so-called MAP packs (Modified Atmosphere Packaging) are produced. In addition
to product protection, packs also have as their
objective the protection of the patient - and this
closes the circle.

Luc van de Vel, Vice President of the MCP
(Medical, Cosmetics & Pharmaceuticals)
Business Unit at MULTIVAC
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With individualisation comes smaller batch sizes and more
frequent product changes. What are the demands, which
arise from this for you as a machine manufacturer?

Packaging machines today must be highly flexible, reliable in
their processes and above all, very efficient. A machine has to
be designed in such a way, that it can be run in and run empty
rapidly, and that consequently a new production batch can be
started very quickly. It is absolutely essential to have secure,
simple and rapid line clearance when packing different products, particularly sensitive products. These factors also play an
important role as regards efficiency and cost-effectiveness - as
do quick format change and short set-up time, which increase

the flexibility of the machine and contribute to the desired or
required load factor. All this is a precondition for ensuring a wide
range of products in different quantities and pack shapes can be
packed efficiently and reliably on one machine.

Mr van de Vel, to what extent is the MULTIVAC product portfolio already in tune with the current requirements?

In recent years, we have intensively driven forward the expansion of our machine range in the area of smaller, semi-automatic
solutions. These are mainly compact packaging machines, which
can be manually loaded. They were specially developed for companies, which have to handle quick product change and smaller

Efficient thermoforming packaging and reliable line
clearance: Thermoforming packaging machine in
GMP design

batches on a permanent basis. In the case of many users, these
machines also make it easier to make the entry into an automated
packaging procedure.
A further approach on our part is to offer our customers
integrated solutions from one source, including comprehensive
project consultancy, as part of our future strategy for “Better
Packaging and Processing”. We have therefore formed a specialist unit in MCP for this purpose and expanded our range of
machines and components for upstream and downstream process stages. I am thinking here, for example, of the infeed and
converging of sensitive products, or inspection and marking, as
well as end-of-line packing.

Packaging in film pouches:
C 300 TC chamber machine

Let us first have a look at the packaging machines themselves ...

The focus at MedTec in May and ACHEMA in June is currently
on the TC series from our wide range of chamber machines. The
C 300 TC, for example, enables sterile medical items and pharmaceutical products to be packed securely in film pouches, and
packs can be produced either as vacuum packs or with modified atmosphere and reduced residual oxygen content. With the
T 260 traysealer we are offering a mobile and compact model,
designed for running a wide spectrum of trays, and it gives companies packing small to medium-sized batches a high degree of

Packaging in trays:
T 260 traysealer
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process reliability, reproducibility, and above all flexibility, since
critical parameters are constantly monitored by sensors.

What benefits do MULTIVAC thermoforming packaging

protect the content of the pack effectively against environmental
influences. And the third objective is to ensure, by using modified
atmosphere or reduced oxygen content, the shelf life of an active
ingredient is not adversely affected.

machines offer the pharmaceutical industry, when taking
the above points into consideration?

And here is the exciting question: what does this all mean for

Our thermoforming packaging machines are always equipped
with a chain guide for film transport. This brings many benefits
in terms of line clearance, where it is easy, for example, to run the
machine empty during a batch change. Production can also be
restarted immediately after a change - this reduces the changeover time and film consumption, as well as increasing machine
availability at the same time.

the pack design?

Mr van de Vel, you have just spoken about integrated packaging solutions.

With good reason. They offer added value and a high degree of
process reliability. One example I could mention is that of packaging concepts, based on object carriers - this concept is often
used in conjunction with a traysealer in the pharmaceutical
industry. Here, the products are fed to the packaging machine or
transported through the packaging process by means of object
carriers. At MULTIVAC we currently have in our product portfolio a circulating carrier system for loading several different
products into pre-made blisters or trays with several pack cavities - this is a common application in this sector. The flexibility
of the design is such, that this tray carrier can be used for either
individual production in very small batch sizes (even from batch
size 1) or for producing much larger numbers of a particular
product. In the case of small batch numbers, the loading is usually manual, while it can also be automated for higher throughputs. The system is characterised by its simple “run empty” function and a systematically modular construction. This enables our
customers to automate their packaging procedure step by step,
depending on the need and investment availability.

We can achieve the optimum product protection in virtually every
aspect by tailoring the shape of the pack precisely to the shape of
the product, allowing individual components to be located firmly
in the pack. This generally requires a complex forming of the
cavities of the pack. Depending on the shape of the product, it is
often the case that large forming depths are required. We achieve
this by various different forming technologies and by equipping
our thermoforming packaging machines with the appropriate
forming dies.

It is impossible to imagine the industry without combi
packs. But the packing of several products in one pack is a
challenge, which demands a lot of packaging know-how and
machine expertise.

That is absolutely correct. Combi packs are understood to be
packs, which can contain sterile medical items and also sensitive
pharmaceutical products. For example, these could be syringes,
needles and filled vials, which are packed together with a booklet
in one single pack. If it is a case here of a device with an active
(pharmaceutical) product, then a particularly high level of protection is necessary.
As already described above, complex pack shapes are often
used here, which ensure the products can not slide around during
transport or activate themselves in the pack. In addition to this,
handling during the hectic everyday life of a hospital has to be
simple - both when opening the pack and removing the products
from the pack. Sometimes the pack also assumes another function - the tray can, for example, be used as a container for mixing
active ingredients.

A frequent application is the packing of pre-filled syringes.
Would you briefly outline the requirements of a pack for this

Are

application or for other extremely sensitive products?

designed for producing combi packs?

The packing of pre-filled syringes or auto injectors is actually a
real challenge - as is the packing of temperature-sensitive products or other pharmaceutical items, which contain high-value
or hazardous ingredients, as well as glass containers that can
break, and various other products, whose components may be
activated when mixed.
In such cases, the pack must fulfil various protective functions at the same time: primarily this is one of mechanical protection, which offers the product or the individual components
the optimum protection against damage of all types and against
the possibility of activation. Secondly however, it must also

A very positive yes. Although we have already discussed several
aspects of this, I would like to make one brief point here: thanks
to our chain guide, the transport of the film through the machine
always remains under control. Flexible films, rigid films, aluminium composites, and even paper-based materials can all be run
without problems - and there is also a very high degree of flexibility in running different materials. Since it is also possible to form
both the upper and lower webs, there are practically no limits to
the pack design. We use a variety of forming technologies, with
which very complex formings and large forming depths can be
achieved. In parallel with this, we also pursue the aim of keeping

MULTIVAC’s

thermoforming

packaging

machines

packaging material consumption as low as possible consistent
with maintaining a constantly high level of pack stability.
As already mentioned, our machines enable simple and quick
line clearance to be achieved, so that production of the new
batch can be started rapidly. The modular GMP design with its
separation of the equipment area from the processing area also
makes the cleaning, access and servicing of our machines easier.

Catch phrase “High or low capacity” - provocative question
Mr van de Vel, which of these offers benefits in the packaging
procedure?

On the one hand, the output from the machine is increased by
the use of large die formats, but the speed of the process is however reduced. Overall there is more time available for processing, heating and forming the film, sealing and loading. In the
case of sensitive or very high-value products, this is certainly
not a disadvantage, since the products are moved more slowly
and consistently due to the moderated web advance, and this
also helps to protect them from damage. There are also benefits when sealing, since lower temperature ranges are possible
due to the longer process times. In the case of perimeter sealing for example, only the pack flange on the outside of the pack
is heated, and the sensitive product is therefore protected from
the effects of heat. And last but not least, one should also factor
in the possibility of unplanned machine stops, during which the
product remains under the hot sealing plate. One solution to this
is a product shield plate, which protects the sensitive product
effectively against the heat. One last comment: all MULTIVAC
packaging solutions have the facility to produce packs with low
residual oxygen content - and this applies to all types and shapes
of pack.

Thank you very much Mr van de Vel for the detailed and informative discussion!
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AUTOMATED PRODUCTION OF
COMBI PACKS
Packaging procedures with a high degree of complexity are often
used to produce combi packs for pharmaceutical products. Infeed
systems, which have to be tailored precisely to the particular components, and also integrated into the packaging line, are required for the
automated infeed and loading of the various product components.
This means the top priority is the precise and secure positioning of
the product components, which are usually very small.

Depending on the particular application, MULTIVAC offers vari-

particular, it must be ensured that they do not get lost during the

ous packaging systems, capable of being equipped with different

packaging procedure. It must also be possible to check the com-

infeed and loading solutions, such as thermoforming packaging

pleteness of the combi pack and the print image on the upper

machines with modular automation systems, which enable vari-

web during the packaging procedure.

ous products to be packed at different throughputs. The possible
types of product infeed include linear vibrating units, universal
infeed systems with belts, inclined conveyors, centrifuges and
transport systems with object carriers.
When producing combi packs for pharmaceutical products,
the top priority is to ensure the packs are loaded completely and

WHAT DOES THE PACKAGING PROCEDURE LOOK LIKE IN
CONCRETE TERMS?
The production process for a combi pack with various small components is explained in the following example.

that the individual components are securely protected in the

One part of the product is supplied as a bulk product and

pack. Products, which are filled with active ingredients, must not

transported to the handling module via a universal infeed system.

of course get lost or be damaged during the packaging proce-

During this process a “brush”, which rotates above the transport

dure, and the individual substances must also be prevented from

conveyor, separates the partly clinging or overlapping products,

being activated or mixed with each other when being packed. It

so they are now lying separately on the transport conveyor. The

is also an essential requirement, that any damaged products are

position and orientation of the products are captured via a vision

safely ejected from the packaging procedure.

system, and these are signaled to the gripper on the pick & place

Depending on the product characteristics, it is usually neces-

robot. The robot uses suction grippers to pick up the products

sary to separate and align the products during the infeed process

from the transport conveyor and place them in the pack cavity

by means of different systems. Those parts for example, which

provided. All products, which the gripper does not pick up, fall into

are delivered as bulk products, can be separated and orientated

a collection container and are fed back to the system.

by means of vibrating units, while filled syringes are usually fed

A further component is also supplied as a bulk product, but

in on carriers or belt systems. Loading the particular products

this is transported into a centrifuge via an inclined conveyor. The

into the pack cavities requires loading systems, which ensure the

individual products are separated and orientated in this centri-

products are precisely picked, placed, and positioned with great

fuge. They then arrive via a rail system at a turntable, onto which

accuracy in the pack cavities.

two products can be placed each time. The turntable rotates
alternately counter clockwise and clockwise, and at each rotation

APPLICATION EXAMPLE: COMPLEX COMBI PACK WITH
LEAFLET

movement one product is dispensed onto the turntable. Light
sensors check the presence of the products. A suction gripper
then picks up the products from the turntable and positions them

A typical application is the packaging of several products with

in the particular pack cavity. The turntable rotates again during

a leaflet in a complex combi pack forming. A very high level of

this pick & place procedure, and a new product is then ready for

process reliability is required. Increasingly, product manufactur-

picking.

ers are demanding packaging solutions from one source, into

Before a further, high-value product component is loaded

which modules from third-party suppliers can also be integrated

into the pack, a presence check is performed on the two other

if required. With its exceptional expertise in packaging lines and

products by means of a vision system. The high-value product

automation, MULTIVAC is the right partner.

component is only loaded into the pack, when the two earlier

Combi packs are usually assembled from product compo-

components have been loaded completely into the pack and also

nents consisting of materials with different characteristics, such

positioned correctly. The high-value component is delivered by

as soft, hard, adhesive, or non-adhesive materials. Each individual

an inclined conveyor and separated by means of vibrating rails.

component must be gently and securely placed in the position

A rail system is used to orientate the products into a vertical

provided for it in the pack. This means the thermoformed pack

position and then transport them onwards. A 90° deflection rail

must be equipped with different cavities, in which the products

ensures that at the end the products are horizontal again and all

can be correctly positioned and firmly located. The use of a form-

positioned in the same alignment. This means they can be indi-

ing system with plug assist can optimise the precisely tailored

vidually removed from the carrier plate by means of a dispensing

forming of the pack cavity. The product components are generally

system and then placed in the pack cavity. In the meantime, a

loaded automatically, allowing a high level of process reliability to

new product is positioned. The leaflet is then loaded automati-

be achieved.

cally by means of a leaflet dispenser to complete the pack.

When developing the appropriate packaging solution, the following requirements must also be taken into account: in addition
to ensuring the content of the pack is complete, the sensitive

AUTOMATED PROCESS WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF MAN-

products have to be firmly located in the pack and incapable of

UAL INTERVENTION

being able to slide around. In the case of high-value products in

An important requirement for such automatic packaging
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Packaging machine
Lower web already formed

1

The first product is supplied
as a bulk product

2

Transport via a universal
infeed

3

4

The clinging or overlapping
products are separated from
each other by means of a
brush
Position and orientation
are detected by means of a
MULTIVAC Vision System

6

The second product is supplied as a bulk product

7

Transport via an inclined
conveyor

8

Separation and orientation of
the products by means of a
centrifuge

9

The products arrive at a turntable via a rail system

10

Light sensors check the presence of the product in the
turntable

11

The product is removed by a
suction gripper and then positioned in the pack cavity

12

A vision system performs a
presence check of the two
previously placed products

19

Automated loading of the
leaflet

VISION

5

A pick & place robot places
the products in the pack cavity provided

13

The third product is supplied
as a bulk product

14

Transport via an inclined
conveyor

15

Onward transport by means
of vibrating rails

16

A rail system is used to orientate the products into a
vertical position

17

A 90° deflection rail ensures
the alignment is horizontal

18

A dispensing system is used
to load the products into the
pack cavity

22

21

The last process stage is the
sealing of the upper web to
the pack

Presence check of all products including the leaflet, as
well as checking that these
are correct

procedures is the possibility if required of being able to intervene

can also be equipped with hinged die top sections, which can be

manually in the process and subsequently position the products

opened electrically, for the forming and sealing stations. These

correctly. The packaging lines are generally therefore designed in

enable the dies to be fully inspected for any damage or contami-

such a way, that sufficient space is left after the automated load-

nation. And last but not least, the vision systems check, whether

ing station for manual loading of missing products, for example.

the packs are loaded completely and correctly, as well as ensur-

The individual good cycles and reject cycles are visualised by
means of coloured light signals, which are in the form of lights
installed in the frame: a green light means a good cycle, a red
light means a reject cycle. Reasons for a reject cycle may, for
example, be a pack cavity that is not completely formed. A red
light also however shows the operator, when the film has been
too long under the hot heating plate (dwell time monitoring), or if
a product is missing.
If the packs are correctly and completely loaded, they are
transported to the sealing station. Unprinted paper, Tyvek® or
plastic film is used as the upper web. Immediately before being
sealed, the upper web can be printed by a thermal transfer printer
with variable data such as LOT number or production date etc. A
vision system can also be used in this area, and after the sealing station it inspects the print image for presence, legibility, and
correctness.
After the sealing process has been completed, the packs are
separated by means of cross and longitudinal cutters. The finished individual packs are then transported onwards by means
of belt conveyors and are subsequently picked up by a handling
module. In order to optimise the footprint of the packaging solution, this module can be integrated into the packaging machine
and installed on the machine frame. The suction grippers remove
only the good packs from the belts and then transfer them to a
further conveyor, which is connected at a 90° angle. The packs
are removed on an individual pack basis. The conveyor then transports the good packs to the next process stage, which is generally transferring them into secondary packaging boxes. The reject
packs run out of the line via individual belts and are collected
in a waste box. Line-motion control ensures all reject packs are
ejected properly, and this is also carried out on an individual pack
basis. The removal of good packs complies with the “good philosophy” principle - it guarantees that no reject packs can be among
the good packs.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS OF THE LINE
In order to meet the requirements of the pharmaceutical sector in full, as regards process reliability and pack security, the
packaging solution can also be equipped with other features.
The line can be completely housed in transparent polycarbonate
sections, in which the large doors are very easy to open. This
means the entire process is GMP-compliant - operators have a
very good view into the interior of the machine and can quickly
detect and remove products that have got lost. Secure line clearance ensures no substances or products remain in the system
after the end of the batch, which means the risk of contamination
or machine stoppage is very small.
In addition to this, the thermoforming packaging machine

ing the print on the packs is faultless.
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Individual production in very small
batch sizes (even from batch size 1)

MULTIVAC
Tray Carrier

MULTIVAC TRAY CARRIER AS
A SOLUTION FOR PACKING IN
SMALL SERIES OF BATCHES
The trend in the pharmaceutical sector is towards producing in ever smaller batches. This requires packaging
solutions with a high level of flexibility in order to be able
to make frequent batch changes economically viable.
One solution is systems which provide rapid and uncomplicated die change – combined with secure line clearance to ensure a reliable packaging procedure. When it
comes to packing small batches in trays, MULTIVAC can
offer a tray carrier concept, which precisely meets these
requirements.
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T

his concept involves a circulating carrier
system for loading usually several different
products into pre-made blisters or trays

with several pack cavities. The flexibility of the
design is such, that the tray carrier can be used
for either individual production in very small batch
sizes (even from batch size 1) or for producing

The T 700 traysealer can be
equipped with a tray carrier system.

much larger numbers of a particular product. In the
case of small batch numbers, the loading is usually
manual, while it can also be automated for higher
throughputs.
Inspection systems can also check
the completeness of packs, as well as
the correct positioning of the loaded
products. Reject or empty packs are
reliably ejected, while good packs are
fed to the traysealer. The correctly filled
trays are sealed to an upper web in the
packaging machine, and a wide range
of materials such as multi-layer films,
Tyvek® and paper or aluminium composite materials can be used. When the
sealing process has been completed,
the finished trays are inspected for completeness and quality. The good packs
are then transferred to a downstream
machine, for example for loading into boxes,
where so-called “in process control” (IPC) can be
used. Reject or empty packs are ejected from the
process.

REQUIREMENTS
The packs generally contain several components,
such as pre-filled syringes, needles, vials, pack leaflets and smaller parts such as caps or sleeves. If
sensitive products are being packed, multi-compartment trays are often used, where the cavities are formed in such a way, that the products are firmly fixed in the tray, so that they
can not slide around or be mechanically
damaged. The trays can be made from a
wide range of materials - a typical example
is an APET blister, which is sealed to an upper
web of paper or Tyvek®.
However, such complicated blister formings
are often not self-standing. Since loading the packs
requires by definition a high level of positioning
accuracy, it is expedient to use special infeed equipment in the form of carrier systems and to transport
the trays by means of these carriers to the individual
process stages of the packaging procedure. One
such solution is the MULTIVAC Tray Carrier, which is

ideally suited to automatically infeeding and loading products, as

such a way, that the robot first ejects the reject packs and then

well as discharging the finished combi packs. It offers a very high

places the good packs on the transport conveyor. This contributes

degree of flexibility for any batch size being processed.

again to the process reliability of the system.

The MULTIVAC Tray Carrier is generally combined with an
automated MULTIVAC traysealer. A MULTIVAC tray denester is
used for loading the empty trays into the carriers.

BRIEF SUMMARY …
The reliable and efficient packaging solution is composed of

INFEEDING AND PACKING IN PRACTICE

simple individual modules, which are perfectly matched to each
other. Thanks to its modular construction, the system can be

Depending on the requirements with regard to size and number

ideally designed to the particular requirements, and the range

of trays, the tray carrier solution can be configured accordingly.

extends from batch size 1 to large production numbers.

If small batches are being produced, the circulating system can,
for example, be equipped with just one tray carrier, while higher
cycle rates might require several tray carriers to be equipped.
The loading system first uses an inspection system to check,
whether all the cavities of the tray carriers have actually been
loaded with empty trays. The carriers are then transported via a
belt system to the next process stage. There, the trays are automatically filled with the individual products.
The often automated infeed of the different product components is handled by various systems, which are individually
designed for the particular product. Pre-filled syringes, for example, are fed in by means of so-called object carriers for the pick
& place procedure. Small components such as caps, sleeves, or
needles are often supplied as bulk products to a vibrating unit
where they are separated and aligned. Products, which arrive
from an upstream process stage such as a marking or labelling
solution, are fed in via a roller conveyor or belt system.
Each tray is filled with the corresponding products by means
of pick & place. Depending on the product and required cycle
rate, MULTIVAC’s modular handling modules are equipped with
one or more robots. Using suitable grippers, they pick up the
particular products and place them precisely and reliably in the
corresponding tray cavity.
Camera inspection systems are used to monitor the completeness of the finished loaded trays. If the packs are OK, they
are sealed to the upper web in the traysealer. The sealed packs
are then transported onwards in the tray carriers to the removal
station. There a further handling module removes the trays from
the tray carriers. Depending on the requirements, the trays are
either removed singly or as multiples. The good packs are then
transported on a transport conveyor to the next packaging stage,
such as loading into boxes.

COMPREHENSIVE QUALITY CONTROL
The ejection of reject packs takes place during the removal process, and this is always performed on an individual pack basis.
Empty packs or incomplete packs can be fed back again into the
process. Reject packs are ejected completely from the packaging
procedure. Random sampling removal as part of so-called “in process control” (IPC) can be performed at any time. As part of the
“good philosophy” principle, the removal process is designed in

Tyvek® is a registered trademark of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
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FOR MAXIMUM SECURITY – PRODUCT MONITORING IN THE PACKAGING PROCEDURE
Thanks to a wide range of inspection solutions, capable of seamelss
integrationd into the packaging line, automated quality control can be
performed very reliably, even for high-output applications. MULTIVAC
Marking & Inspection offers manufacturers of medical and pharmaceutical products an extensive product portfolio, which extends from
simple inspection systems right up to complex solutions for pack,
product, and label inspection.
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U

sers generally differentiate between
two different requirements. On the
one hand, quality control and on the

Product

other hand, security control for the process.

presence

Quality control comprises among others the
following functions: product presence detection, checking the position and completeness
of the product, and label presence detection,
as well as checking the presence and accuracy of printed variable data and the legibility
of codes. Security control, on the other hand,
is intended to ensure the correct products in
the correct colour are loaded into the pack,

Product position

preventing cross contamination, for example.
Other tasks include code reading and also
checking, whether the correct materials are at
the machine. This is particularly important in the
case of pre-printed packaging materials, since
films and folding cartons, for example, are generally marked with a 1D or 2D code, which has
to be clearly assigned to the particular product.

BROAD SPECTRUM OF APPLICATIONS FOR
INSPECTION SYSTEMS
Generally the individual types of inspection for
product and pack monitoring are performed
by means of visual inspection systems. When
it comes to establishing label presence, sensors such as luminescence, colour or contrast
sensors are used, as well as barcode scanners
and code readers. Depending on the version of
the model used, the content of the code can
also be analysed and compared with the cor-

QUALITY CONTROLS
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Product
completeness

Label presence

responding reference data. More complex or
multifunctional inspection tasks can be performed reliably by vision sensors or intelligent,
PC-based camera inspection systems such as
the MULTIVAC MVS. Their range of application
extends from a simple presence check through

Content and

to barcode inspection, and right up to character

presence of

and pattern recognition or even comprehen-

data

sive image analysis. The powerful and versatile
MULTIVAC I 420 inspection solution on a thermoforming packaging machine can, for example, inspect markings on a pack for legibility
(grading) and code content by means of OCR
character recognition (Optical Character Recognition) or OCV character verification (Optical
Character Verification). The label position and

Legibility of

alignment can also be detected, as well as the

codes

shape of the label and defined pattern features.
Areas of application for product inspection

include checking the completeness and position of the product. In the case of pack inspection, it can also be established whether the
labels meet the defined criteria. The range of
applications extends from presence and position inspection through to checking the print
image. This, in turn, is divided into pattern recognition or character recognition and checking,
and can also include inspection of the content or
legibility of codes.

INSPECTION EXACTLY WHERE IT IS
NEEDED
“Generally, the rule of thumb is that inspection
should be performed as early as possible in
the process,” explains Thomas Große, Project

product ...

Manager at MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection.

... in the correct
colour ...

... in the correct
pack.

SECURITY CONTROLS

The correct

Depending on the type of inspection to be performed, inspection systems are placed at various positions in the packaging line or sometimes
in the packaging machine itself. If a high level
of flexibility is required, such as being moved
between two or more lines, a stand-alone unit
should be used, which can be integrated into
modular belt systems. MULTIVAC can also offer
customers additional benefits by completely
integrating belt systems into the line control.
Product inspections and completeness
checks are mostly installed after the packaging
machine’s loading area. Pack inspections can
be performed before or after sealing. Important
aspects here are the seamless integration of
the systems in the line, reliable data exchange
between the individual modules and within the
entire IT system, and if possible, control of all
the systems via one single user interface. In
order to guarantee reliable system control,
MULTIVAC connects line scanners, which are
available as black/white or colour systems,
directly to an industrial PC (IPC) via an interface, and these are generally able to handle the
most complex of tasks. “In the best scenario
all the components can be operated with the
same standardised IPC control via the HMI of
the packaging machine. The settings or configurations are then called up immediately when
the recipe is loaded,” adds the Project Manager.

WHAT IS BOTH SENSIBLE AND ALSO
PRACTICAL?
The statutory requirements, as well as the
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company’s expectations and wishes determine which types of
inspection are sensible or necessary. “The feasibility and practi-

LINE SCANNER SYSTEM ON A THERMOFORMING PACKAG-

cality first have to be tested,” advises Thomas Große. In addition

ING MACHINE

to being influenced by the required tests themselves, the choice

Print image inspection of the upper web is usually carried out

of inspection is also affected by various factors, such as the

from above. Product inspection is either performed from above

material and shape of the pack and label, the processing speed

or below, depending on the requirements. In the case of print

and number of cycles, the system environment, the tolerances

image inspection, so-called reflected light is used as the light-

during product infeed, the ambient conditions such as brightness

ing. Depending on the requirement, product inspection can be

and lighting, as well as the type of packaging machine being used.

performed either from the camera side (reflected light) or from

There also needs to be broad agreement as to how the data

the opposite side (transmitted light). The encased line scanner is

is transferred within the system and how this is connected to

connected to a rotary shaft encoder, which converts the move-

the company’s wider systems. The customer requirements

ment of the thermoforming packaging machine into signals and

are usually described in a so-called “User Requirement Speci-

sends these to the camera. This takes the image in the course

fication” (URS). Sometimes every inspection task is listed in

of each cycle, before the image is then fed to the IPC via a direct

detail in the so-called “Scope of Work” (SOW). In such cases

data line, where it is checked by the evaluation software. If the

MULTIVAC requires samples for evaluation, with which the

detected results from the image deviate from the target value,

relevant feasibility studies are performed. The customer then

the packs are marked as reject in the line motion control of the

receives the results of these in written form as the basis for

thermoforming packaging machine, and they are then ejected in

discussion.

accordance with the specific requirements.

If required, MULTIVAC also supports customers with a
so-called “Optical Character Recognition (OCR) specification”, if
there is a requirement for reliable print inspection by means of

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE

camera inspection systems. The critical minimum requirements

Thomas Große sees a trend towards ever greater automation.

as defined are the fonts, the character features, the line spacing,

“In the near future, scenarios are conceivable, in which data is

the free area around the text, the contrast, the background, and

exchanged with external PCs, including the automated provision

the text colour. The maximum size of the area to be inspected

of the evaluation results in databases, and where this is auto-

depends primarily on how large the smallest feature is that needs

matically saved by the customer. We must also systematically

to be detected. As regards PC-based cameras, areas of up to 400

develop satisfactory solutions for high-resolution systems since

x 700 mm per camera can be inspected as standard.

the print data to be inspected is becoming ever smaller and more

I 420 inspection solution
OCR character recognition
OCV character verification

complex.“ Other key features for him include reflecting the HMI
menu on external PCs, line control stands and quality management. It is also sensible to consider 3D detection for inspecting
the forming of the pack cavity or evaluating quality features of the
pack or print, allowing critical process parameters to be identified
in advance. This enables targeted servicing to be performed, as
well as the timely exchange of consumable materials, aiding in
the prevention of costly downtime. “To name just one example,
we are currently working on a replacement solution for a simple matrix camera, which we can establish as a standard. The
solution used to date is too slow and not capable of audit trails.
In addition to this, our agenda also includes the further development of the HMI menu, as well as the transmission and provision
of evaluation images and their results.

I 420 inspection solution
OCR character recognition
OCV character verification
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PACKING IN
POLYPROPYLENE
FILM IS CHALLENGING BUT OFFERS
MANY BENEFITS

Polypropylene (PP) film is a standard plastic material frequently used for
producing packs. The material is characterised by its good barrier properties, heat resistance, and stability, and it is suitable for producing packs for
medical and pharmaceutical products. However, running this material on
thermoforming packaging machines is challenging.
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T

here is a large range of films, capable of being used for
producing packs for medical and pharmaceutical products. But not every material is suitable for every product.

The materials used must be matched in every case to the specific requirements of the products and their areas of application,
allowing for optimum protection and an efficient packaging procedure to be achieved.

AN OVERVIEW OF
POLYPROPYLENE
(PP)

An important parameter in medical and pharmaceutical products is their sterility. A sterile product can be achieved through various sterilisation methods, such as steam sterilisation, ethylene
oxide gas flushing, or gamma irradiation. Steam sterilisation in
autoclaves, for example, is frequently used for the sterilisation of
liquids since this is a simple and reliable process. The established
standard procedure is sterilisation at 121 °C with a duration of
20 minutes. The packaging materials must, of course, be able to

High moisture vapour barrier

withstand the heat process and remain in a stable condition after
completion of the sterilisation process. In addition to this, a good
moisture vapour barrier is required.

AN OVERVIEW OF POLYPROPYLENE (PP)
One polymer, which meets these requirements, is polypropylene. In contrast to the PVC and PET polymers, which are frequently used for medical and pharmaceutical packs, polypropyl-

Good chemical resistance

ene is characterised by its significantly lower moisture vapour
permeability, and it also has good chemical resistance. Highly
transparent amorphous polyester, on the other hand, has a higher
moisture vapour permeability, and can only be used in a more
limited temperature range than polypropylene.
Polypropylene also has the lowest density of all standard plastics - this means packs made of PP have a lower weight than
those of other materials. This is particularly relevant in regard to

High level of heat resistance

aspects, such as sustainability and environmental protection.

REQUIREMENTS OF THE PACKAGING PROCEDURE
Important applications in this area for MULTIVAC packaging solutions in the medical and pharmaceutical industries are outer packaging for infusion and dialysis bags, pre-filled syringes, and filled
plastic ampoules. The demands on the packs and the require-

Low specific density

ments of the entire packaging procedure are different depending
on the product: in the case of infusion bags, for example, the pack
cavities are generally relatively large, while for pre-filled syringes
or combi packs on the other hand the cavities usually have complex formings, or the individual components have to be located

SUITABLE FOR STEAM STERILISATION

securely in the pack.
For reasons stated above, PP films are often used for such
products, although the processing procedure for this polymer on
thermoforming packaging machines is significantly more challenging than with PVC or APET. Stress can arise in the film or
blister due to the high level of elasticity in polypropylene in its
warm state and the high degree of flexibility after its processing.
Shrinkage of the film must also be taken into consideration when

20 minutes

121°C

using polypropylene as a material. This requires the film to be fed
into the thermoforming packaging machine in a special way, and
the pack also has to be designed such that any shrink characteristics are taken into account during the subsequent sterilisation
process.
MULTIVAC’s packaging solutions are designed precisely for
these requirements - and they have successfully proven themselves in many applications. The double-sided chain guide on the
thermoforming packaging machines ensures the material is fed
in a controlled manner into the thermoforming and sealing processes. Thanks to a special design of the machine, it is possible to
compensate for the shrink characteristics of the PP film, and this
allows large packs as well as packs with deep cavities or complex
shapes to be produced. This also ensures the packs meet the
original specification in regard to formed shape and pack integrity
at the end of the packaging procedure.

SUPPORT IN ALL ASPECTS
In addition to the special design of the machine, another important precondition is that the tooling for forming the pack is specially designed for the PP material. Thanks to its intensive collaboration with leading film manufacturers and its many years of
experience in a wide range of projects, MULTIVAC has recourse
to extensive experience in this area - and it also has access to a
wide range of facilities and services, which have enabled even
the most complex of projects to be brought to a successful conclusion. MULTIVAC’s own in-house Development Center offers
every type of support for a suitable pack design. This includes
comprehensive material tests and corresponding sample productions. Sample packs can also be subjected to sterilisation
tests in order to establish, how the packs behave under industrial-scale conditions, and whether they meet the necessary quality
requirements.
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MARKING

PROCESSING

PACKAGING

THE DNA OF
BETTER PACKAGING
& PROCESSING
Interview with Mr Hans-Joachim Boekstegers,
Director and CEO, MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG

Mr Boekstegers, DNA is the carrier of genetic information for
all living beings - throughout all the generations. Why do you
use this term for MULTIVAC?

INSPECTION

M

ULTIVAC is a leading manufacturer worldwide of
packaging solutions. Our core expertise includes
many years of extensive know-how in the development of packaging solutions, but also in recent
times a very wide and comprehensive product range, which is
unique in the market. Thanks to our development and manufacturing processes, we can ensure the highest level of quality
is maintained, while our global presence provides excellent
service worldwide and the highest level of availability for all
our installed packaging solutions. This applies at all times and
everywhere in the world.
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The shape of a screw-like double helix made of modular constructed chains, which are connected to each other via bridges,
is very suitable for describing our product portfolio, which has
now come to reflect our customers’ complete processing and
packaging procedures. One strand stands for “Better Packaging”, while one stands for “Better Processing”. We see the double helix as symbolising our line expertise and comprehensive
know-how in integrating modules and components into automated solutions.
Another conclusive association is the fact that we have
securely anchored our core expertise in the MULTIVAC DNA,
as well as knowing how to intelligently link all those individual
components, which have made this Group what it is today. And
this applies both now and in the future.

Mr Boekstegers, how do you see these components, in other

Mr Boekstegers, how will the MULTIVAC product portfolio
continue to develop in the medium to long term? And why?

In the “Processing” sector in particular, we already see a number of important starting points for the further development of
our product range.
By “Processing” we mean all the types of food processing,
which are upstream of our packaging solutions. This could be
the slicing or portioning of products, as well as their cutting
or texturing. The added value, which MULTIVAC offers, is the
seamless integration of these upstream systems into the packaging machine, thereby creating greater line efficiency. This also
includes the provision of common control interfaces.
As a general rule, our developments in the sector of automation and line integration aim to offer our customers solutions,
which are easy to operate and handle.

words the individual nucleotides of the company DNA, in
concrete terms? That is to say, which business units within

Mr Boekstegers, individual DNA components or even com-

the company currently make up your product portfolio?

plete structures can mutate or be altered. What do you

There are three areas of focus: Firstly of course, we are a manufacturer of packaging solutions. We offer the market the widest
range in terms of technology and output. The spectrum extends
from thermoforming packaging machines, traysealers and
chamber machines right up to a very wide range of solutions for
automated handling of products and packs – whether it is in the
area of infeed equipment, outfeed units or end-of-line systems.
In recent years we have also been able to significantly expand
our range of systems for quality inspection and the labelling or
marking of packs. Thanks to the acquisition of a majority share
in TVI and the takeover of the slicer branch of VC999, we have
also taken significant steps in recent months in the “processing”
sector, in other words in the process stages, which are upstream
of the packaging equipment.
A second area of focus is the MULTIVAC Technology Network, that is to say dealing in components from third-party
suppliers, as well as the distribution and sale of consumable
materials. Dealing in components from third-party suppliers has
enabled us to complete our own product portfolio and offer our
customers integrated solutions from one source. We have great
depth of well-established know-how in linking and integrating
these modules into automated packaging solutions. Thanks to
the distribution and sale of consumable materials, we enable our
customers to gain access to packaging materials, which are perfectly matched to our systems and therefore contribute to achieving the optimum packaging result.
The third area of focus is as service providers to our customers. Here we offer them a wide range of support in all matters
relating to the packaging of their products. Just a few examples
of these I could mention are pack development, packaging trials
or our comprehensive range of customised training courses for
machine users.

regard as being essential for MULTIVAC? What could, or even
should, change as you look to the future?

An important constant in our daily working lives is the very high
standard we set ourselves in every regard. MULTIVAC stands
for the highest level of quality, experience, technological knowledge, innovation and service. However, our DNA is continually
adapting to the changing requirements of our customers and the
particular markets. This is one of the most important factors in
the success of MULTIVAC. We are, in effect, already developing solutions for tomorrow. This means our organisation has to
remain highly flexible, allowing us to translate our customers’
requirements and the different market trends into the optimum
packaging solutions, thereby generating benefits and added
value for our customers.

Mr Boekstegers, does your strategy envisage further holdings in other companies? Which objectives are you pursuing
with this strategy?

In the past MULTIVAC’s growth has largely been based on
organic growth. As a company, we are built on solid foundations
and also very conscious of our economic, social and ecological
responsibilities. But our objectives are very ambitious, both for
today and tomorrow. In order to be able to continue expanding
our leading position in a global market, we have to systematically look forward and work on solutions, which are perhaps
difficult to imagine at the present time. We are also continuing
to drive forward the expansion of our product portfolio. These
include recent acquisitions such as our stake in TVI and the takeover of the slicing branch of VC999. We are also of course examining a range of alternatives for taking a stake in companies in
other sectors, which could assist us in significantly shortening
the learning curve for our organisation, particularly as regards

Hans-Joachim Boekstegers, Director and CEO of MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG
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the “Processing” sector.
We are also discussing with various market players the forming of
strategic alliances to complete our product portfolio. Thanks to the alliance between MULTIVAC, Meyn and Cabinplant, which we announced
at interpack 2017, some very promising customer projects have since
been established, where this alliance can offer customers significant
added value through the supply of a complete solution from one source.

LONG-STANDING EXPERIENCE
We cover a wide spectrum of knowledge
in packaging and systems

As you already mentioned at the start, Mr Boekstegers, bridge formation is inherent in all DNA. Where do you see the bridges between
the two sectors of “Packaging” and “Processing”? Where do you
detect the interaction between the two – particularly with regard to
“Industry 4.0”?

When forming the bridges between “Packaging” and “Processing”, the
most important factor for success is ensuring that a simple, seamless
and above all reliable linking is achieved between the upstream process
equipment and our packaging solutions. This is the only way to guarantee optimum equipment effectiveness.
On the other hand, I see “Industry 4.0” as being an overarching subject, since in the machine construction industry this is more about providing operating and process data, which ensures the installed systems
are controlled to the optimum degree. With “Industry 4.0” the flow of
production and information is fused together in such a way, that new
digitalised worlds of work are created, where one of the benefits is an
increase in productivity. Put quite simply, digitalisation relates to the
entire packaging procedure and its intelligent integration into organisational structures and the production environment. Digitalisation also
however affects our company, insofar as we are digitalising our own processes and thereby developing new business models, which we can of
course anchor in our DNA once more.

Mr Boekstegers, MULTIVAC has achieved a leading position in the
market, when it comes to expertise in automation and line integration. This relates primarily to industrial-scale applications. Are you
also working on integrated solutions for medium-sized and smaller
companies, which can contribute to increasing their efficiency and
profitability?

I would describe it this way: we are certainly receiving an increasing
number of enquiries from smaller companies for automation solutions.
One thing is very clear - efficiency, process reliability and hygiene can
be increased significantly, if there is a higher level of automation. When
developing these solutions however for such companies, our view is that
the economic feasibility must always be in the foreground. This means the
components of small automation solutions must never be overdesigned.
We showed last year at interpack, that we are capable of developing
appropriate solutions to meet the requirements of smaller companies as
well. On that occasion we presented to the general public a completely
automated concept for producing shaped contour packs in small and
medium-sized batches, and the concept included a fully integrated converging system.

COMPREHENSIVE PORTFOLIO
We offer the optimum solution for the
highest output

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Integrated manufacturing processes
ensure the highest level of quality is
maintained

MULTIVAC’S AREAS OF FOCUS
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WORLDWIDE
We offer our customers worldwide a high
standard of sales and service

Mr Boekstegers, what can we expect
from MULTIVAC in the near future as
regards packaging technology, pack
design and packaging materials?

An important driver in our view is
the revision of packaging legislation,
which will have an impact primarily on
the materials being used. Significantly
higher recycling rates than previously
are envisaged, and this will force the
retail trade and packaging industry
to focus much more on the ecological
aspects of the packaging materials used
in future. In short: the more environmentally friendly the packaging is, the
easier it is to recycle and the cheaper
its disposal becomes. Whereas to date
a quota of 36 percent has applied for
plastic packaging, this is due to rise to
63 percent by 2022. We are therefore
required to work on the development of
packaging concepts, which are in harmony with the applicable legislation, as
well as our own values and responsibilities, but which also fulfil all the required
functions, such as shelf life, food safety,
and pack design.
In addition to this, we are committed to our aim of working constantly to
reduce packaging material consumption through innovative machine concepts. Our task will increasingly be to
provide packaging systems, which are
able to convert state-of-the-art materials into the optimum pack. We also
expect our customers to need a high
level of support and advice in achieving
the required pack functions with a wide
range of new materials.
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“BETTER PROCESSING” IN TOP
SHAPE
Interview with Mr Guido Spix, CTO and COO,
MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG

Mr Spix, we have known since interpack 2017, that

packaging machines. The range of MULTIVAC equip-

MULTIVAC stands not only for “Better Packaging” but

ment is not just however restricted to product infeed,

also for “Better Processing”. What do you associate

but also extends as far as end-of-line systems …

with this term?

That is correct. In addition to product infeed equipment,
today we can offer virtually all variants of inspection,
marking and box loading systems, right up to palletising
equipment. Although we supply many different sectors, or
focus is still clearly on the food industry. Our automation
and line components can basically however be integrated
into any production process, in which our packaging
technology is used. We develop and produce most of these
automated line functions ourselves. In the case of those
solutions, which we do not have within our own portfolio, we offer modules from strategic partners. This means
our customers receive practically all the services and
components from one source, starting with the design
of the line through to installation and commissioning,
and even right up to service contracts. And all this without any interface problems, since we coordinate all the
modules and their performance perfectly with each other.

F

or many years now, MULTIVAC has been
supplying far more than just pure packaging
machines alone. Most customers see many benefits in this, not least of which is that integrated
packaging solutions from one source also reduce the
effort in project design and management, as well as
clarifying the equipment interfaces. This means technical
and commercial risks can also be reduced.
As you know, we have in recent years developed
many semi-automatic and fully automatic solutions for
the infeed of products in a wide range of applications.
In the case of the food sector, our centrifuge for feeding
straight sausages and the Horizontal Loader for loading sliced products into pack cavities are outstanding
examples of our expertise in solutions for product
handling. But we are also developing highly efficient
systems for the medical and pharmaceutical industries,
and I would mention as one example our automatic infeed
system for filled syringes.
The expansion of our product portfolio towards
processes, which are upstream of the actual packaging procedure, is therefore just the logical consequence
of our strategy. The extension of our range of capabilities through the portioning and slicing processes is in
fact a major milestone. We have successfully achieved
this with the acquisition of a majority share in TVI, a
leading manufacturer of meat portioning systems. This
acquisition makes a lot of sense, particularly in our traysealer portfolio, since this type of portioning system is
typically used to produce meat portions, which are subsequently packed in trays.
We were also able at the end of last year to take over
the slicer branch of VC999. This means we are now also
in a position to offer our customers completely integrated
slicer lines, which have as one of many features a smaller
footprint than comparable solutions.

Mr Spix, which challenges with regard to digitalisation do you regard as particularly demanding?

Let me formulate it this way: MULTIVAC has extensive
expertise in automation and line construction – and a
clear strategy for digitalisation. The biggest hurdle,
which we, as a machine manufacturer, have to face is that
of persuading our customers to allow us access to their
data within the packaging procedure – for the benefit
of all concerned and of course with a very high level of
security. We are currently developing comprehensive data-based services, which extend from the pure
depiction of overall equipment effectiveness for example,
through to recommendations on servicing and even up
to essential machine settings. These data-based services
will bring a particularly high level of customer benefit
and added value, particularly in the case of complex
production lines.

Mr Spix, you have already indicated this: MULTIVAC
Mr Spix, you just mentioned some examples of

is extending its expertise in the slicer sector through

automated solutions around the infeed periphery of

its own dedicated Business Unit. Given that these
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additional components can be linked within the packaging line, this of course raises the question about
a central, higher-level machine control, which could
ensure that the maximum process reliability, reproducibility and efficiency are achieved. How far is
MULTIVAC with this?

From a very early stage, MULTIVAC has relied on
IPC-based machine control concepts with bus systems,
and we are very experienced in handling these. This
means we have already created the technical preconditions for control systems for complete lines, and we are
already offering these.
Since you are already talking explicitly about slicers:
in the case of a slicer line, a common machine control
for all the modules would have a particularly positive
impact on the efficiency of the line. The ideal interaction
of freezing equipment, slicer, loader, packaging machine
and end-of-line equipment could in our view lead to
an enormous rise in performance. We will therefore
increasingly devote ourselves to this issue in future.

Mr Spix, how does a smart machine control interface
look in concrete terms for MULTIVAC packaging lines?

As you may already know, we have already ushered in
a new era of operating convenience for thermoforming packaging machines with our IPC08 machine
control and the third generation of our user interface, the
HMI 3. This innovative concept, together with the new
X-line machine generation, was presented for the first
time at interpack 2017.
The new HMI is focused primarily on the needs
of users – they should be able to operate complex
packaging machines or packaging lines as easily as they
can a smartphone or tablet. Summarized briefly: the
features of the new Multitouch control include a large
18.5 inch display and a powerful multi-core processor.
Users are aided by functions such as swiping, zooming,
animations and an overview page (dashboard) that can
be superimposed. Another new feature is that the user
interface can be personalised. A RFID card is used as
standard with the HMI 3 to log on the particular user,
and personal settings can also be stored on the card, such
as the type of screen display, the preferred language and
individual authorisations. The simple structure of the

user interface and the self-explanatory icons enable the
user to navigate quickly within the system.
When setting up the machine or creating a new recipe, users are also of course assisted step-by-step and
safely guided through the process. When the control concept was being developed, it was not only MULTIVAC’s
comprehensive expert knowledge that flowed into it –
it was above all the suggestions from operators that
crucially influenced the design concept. You can be sure,
that we are working on other convenient features and will
provide our customers with innovative updates at regular
intervals.

Mr Spix, let’s briefly talk about the new X-line - with
this new machine generation, you are redefining thermoforming packaging …

That’s right. The X-line combines a complete array of
innovative and unique technology. As a result of its seamless digitalisation, comprehensive sensor system and
networking with the MULTIVAC Cloud, this machine
creates a new dimension, when it comes to packaging
and process reliability, pack quality, performance and
operating convenience.
Using closed control circuits, the Multi Sensor Control constantly captures a wide range of process values,
such as for forming, evacuation and sealing. Capturing
all the relevant process values and sequences ensures the
machine can be constantly run at its optimum operating point. This information also forms a valuable basis
for providing MULTIVAC Smart Services. This term is
used to summarize those digital service packages, which
contribute to making the packaging procedures at our
customers even more efficient. These are, for example,
services such as predictive maintenance or creating
comprehensive analysis of overall equipment
effectiveness.
In addition to this, the machines can transfer process-related information to the cloud via MULTIVAC
Pack Pilot. Here expert knowledge is available, which
results from the process data from over 1,000 new
packaging solutions per year.
It is also worth mentioning, the X-line is equipped
with dies of the latest generation, our so-called X-tools.
They offer an extensive range of innovations in their sensor system, design and actuating features. The X-tools

are fully integrated into the sensor control via
electronic sensor modules.

Mr Spix, allow us just one brief look into
the future: what can we expect from
MULTIVAC in the near future with regard
to Industry 4.0 and digitalisation?

You can be sure that MULTIVAC will continue to use increasing digitalisation as an
opportunity, and will successfully manage
the difficult balancing act between ever
higher output demands, which lead to ever
more complex production lines, and the
requirement for easy operation, faultless production, and better quality.

Many thanks, Mr Spix, for this informative
insight into MULTIVAC’s strategy!
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TEN YEARS OF
MULTIVAC’S SYSTEMS BUSINESS
Interview with Michael Lang,
Vice President of the Systems Business Unit
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Mr Lang, in the Systems Business Unit
you develop customized solutions for
the automation of packaging procedures. What was the trigger for founding
the Systems business exactly ten years
ago?

As is frequently the case, there was not
one single triggering factor but several.
At that time, more and more customers in
the food industry were expressing an interest in automation solutions. But there were
no robot systems suitable for the hygiene
requirements, available on the market at the
time, and the established manufacturers of
robots simply did not have the development
of solutions for this demand on their radar.
At the same time, some important patents in
the area of Delta robots were lapsing at that
period.
The MULTIVAC management recognized the signs of the times and decided on
the strategically important step of investing
in our own development of automation solutions. Today we owe the significant growth
potential and the clear differentiation
between our solutions and those of other
market players to that strategic vision and
the conscious, entrepreneurial decision to
invest in this sector.
What were the expectations at the time
of the founding of the Systems business?
The declared aim was to systematically drive
forward the expansion of MULTIVAC’s
expertise in automation, as well as developing further market potential and positioning
our company for the long term as a supplier
of complete packaging lines. As the leading
manufacturer worldwide of thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers,
we have to permanently secure our leadership in technology and strengthen our
core business. We can only achieve this, if
we work on tomorrow’s solutions today and
always remain several steps ahead of our
competitors.
Michael Lang, Vice President of the Systems Business Unit
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To this is added the recognition, that significant additional
growth can be generated not only through robotics but also
through reliable inspection systems. As you know, high-performance handling modules and monitoring systems are today an
integral component of the packaging procedure. The decision to
invest in this sector was therefore the right one at the right time.
I would also like to add here, that MULTIVAC has a very high
level of in-house manufacturing, and we can therefore maintain
our promise on quality not only with our packaging machines
but also with the other components and their integration in the
complete packaging line.

A significant factor in this success are the staff with their
expertise in the market, project management and technology. What do you see as the necessary capabilities for being
able to successfully implement these specific customer
projects?

The key to success is above all good cooperation within the team,
as well as a positive attitude with a high level of motivation and
sense of responsibility. This is the only way to master the challenges, which arise in every project and which can definitely
be very complex across all departments in the case of complete
packaging lines. It is for this reason, that we place great importance on professional project management, so that this cooperation can be well coordinated, and the benefits to the customer are
always the focus of attention.

are therefore in the best possible position to meet all customers’
requirements.

Another important step for you Mr Lang was certainly the
first customer project …

Yes, of course. The solution consisted of two box loaders for
packs of dates, and it was very crucial for all the staff because we
succeeded in producing an impressive system without any previous reference project. Shortly after this, we completed a flagship
project at Heinz Ketchup, where we were able to develop a packaging line with a capacity of 1,500 portion packs per minute.
The functioning of the line included a thermoforming packaging
machine, a filler, vision inspection, laser scoring, pack removal,
box loading with intermediate layers and even the box handling
itself. We are also currently working on a large packaging line
for bakery products. In this line, which is designed to provide
redundant capacity and in which we have integrated third-party
machines, as well as supplying our own thermoforming packaging machine and equipment for product transport, loading,
converging, inspection and box loading.
In this decade we have successfully completed in total more
than 400 customer projects with over 600 robots – and not just
in the food industry but also in the medical, pharmaceutical and
consumer products sectors. A proud record in my view.

Mr Lang, what are the demands of these industries that confront you today?

What were the most important milestones in the last 10
years?

The development of our first H 100 robot cell was certainly
an outstanding highlight – and the starting shot for the subsequent continuous expansion of our range of handling solutions.
The year 2008 was also, in my view, a milestone in the story of
MULTIVAC’s Systems business. Using a solution which we had
presented at PackExpo in the USA at that time, we were already
in a position to be able to demonstrate at least parts of the Industry 4.0 thinking on “smart” production, which is a key focus of
media attention in the market today. This system produced packs
in quantities as small as one with a flexible product content based
on customer’s individual wishes. Today we offer an enormously
wide range of solutions – from compact units, such as the
H 050 and H 130 handling modules, right up to scaleable models
designed for use in high-risk areas as well as low-risk areas. We
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In recent years we have experienced a massive increase in the
demand for automation solutions, particularly from the food
industry but also from the medical products sector. Our order
intake in the first half of 2017 was almost double that in the
same period of the previous year. The requirements included the
entire spectrum of automatic product loading into packaging
machines, as well as intelligent converging concepts and right
up to fully automatic crate and box loading.
Seen overall, we have established that today more than ever
the decision is being made by customers to purchase complete
packaging lines, allowing them to utilize the clear benefits in
their daily operation. Parallel to this, we are also observing a
growing interest in our higher-level systems for the control of
line functions, since these enable the complete line to be operated significantly more efficiently, because the settings on the
individual modules are largely replaced by a central line control.
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All these trends can be seen not just in larger, industrial-scale processors but also increasingly with smaller
companies, which are now venturing into automated packaging procedures. They know they can not be bypassed by
advancing digitalisation.

Mr Lang, can you give us a brief outline of the clear
benefits, which are provided by an increased degree of
automation?

Of course. First example: Efficient handling of large volumes reduces costs, particularly when our solutions are
used in multi-shift operation, since the systems are then
amortised very rapidly. Example 2: Automated processes
improve hygiene, because the human contact with the product is either reduced significantly or eliminated completely.
This means the risk of bacterial contamination is reduced
significantly, particularly during the loading of products
into the packaging machine. The third example concerns
process reliability and quality: reproducible results with
consistently high quality can be achieved thanks to the
automation of the process, including higher-level control
and comprehensive sensor systems, without which automation would not be conceivable.

Mr Lang, which additional concrete benefits to your
customers arise from MULTIVAC’s extensive expertise
in automation and packaging lines, as well as the bundling of this know-how into a dedicated business unit?

We at MULTIVAC are a reliable partner to our customers –
right from the start. This is also the case even with very challenging projects. This is due to the fact, that we have a very
wide and differentiated product portfolio. We also develop
and manufacture most of the components ourselves. And we
have comprehensive expert knowledge and market expertise gained from more than 400 projects. Our customers
get a complete line from one source, and the components
are perfectly coordinated with each other, as well as being
designed individually for the specific requirements.
We assume clear responsibility not just for each individual machine but also for the complete line, and this includes
the interfaces and the perfect interaction of all the modules. Thanks to higher-level systems for the control of line
functions, we can ensure there is end-to-end line control,
which includes recipe management, start/stop and running
the line empty. This provides a high level of efficiency and
minimises the susceptibility to errors. Our customers also
appreciate they have expert contact people who can accompany them through the entire process and over the complete
lifespan of the line. This is because we are always available,
not just during the planning and implementation of the project but also after this - whether it is with fast and reliable

service, spare parts, conversions or with adapting the line to the
latest requirements.

And what are the benefits, Mr Lang, for MULTIVAC?
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MULTIVAC is able to differentiate itself significantly from its
competitors as a supplier of complete packaging lines and the
benefits associated with this. Many companies have specialised
in the individual processes, but few actually offer total solutions. Due to the expanded view of the upstream and downstream
processes, we also have many more opportunities to optimise
the individual processes within the line so that the interaction
throughout the total solution can be further improved.
Depending on the situation, this can be either a completely
new design of line or an addition to existing solutions. It is often
the case that retrofits are carried out to automation solutions
on existing packaging machines, allowing for an increased efficiency to be increased still further.
You have successfully mastered the first ten years. What does
your strategy for the next 10 years look like?
We are constantly striving to optimise the total solutions in all
their various scales for the particular market segments. This is of
even greater importance now, since MULTIVAC is also increasingly offering solutions in the Processing sector and positioning
itself in this market as well. In addition to this, the expansion of
higher-level control functions for complete lines is also on our
agenda, since the progress of digitalisation marches on very rapidly. As a leader in technology, we have to continue setting new
benchmarks for the market in this area as well.
And last but not least, we will continue to expand our global
presence so that we can get as close as possible to our customers.
MULTIVAC has invested like no other market player in its Service and Sales network in recent years.

U LT I V A C
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The shampoo bottles
are labelled with an
allover label on the
front.

SUCCESS
HAS A NAME
The modular conveyor belt labellers of the L 320
series from MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection offer
the highest level of flexibility and precision in the
labelling of cylindrical and oval products, shaped
bottles, glasses and pots. Just such a model has
recently been put into operation at Dr. August Wolff
GmbH & Co. KG Arzneimittel for labelling the Linola
products among others.

S

ince the beginning of 2018, the new L 320 at Dr. Wolff has replaced
an aged, link conveyor labeller dating from 1991. “The objective
was to replace the old machine which had become prone to

breakdowns and was time-consuming to convert, with a reliable and
flexible model, which also had a code reader and label presence detection,” explains Alexander Popp, Project Manager at Dr. Wolff. In addition
to this, the output of the labelling system had to be increased by at least
ten products per minute by using two of the latest servo-driven label
dispensers – a cycle rate that in the end was actually exceeded.
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FLEXIBLE
POSITIONING

The products from Dr. Wolff are on sale in over 50
markets worldwide. The product portfolio includes
cosmetics, medical products, and pharmaceuticals and features many well-known brands such as
Alpecin, Plantur, Linola and Vagisan. The company,

The MULTIVAC L 320 conveyor belt labeller enables labels

which has specialised in the research, develop-

to be positioned particularly flexibly. Labels can be posi-

ment and marketing of highly effective products,

tioned on all sides, as well as over the pack edges or as

and which works closely with the dermatological

wrap-around labels. The application of sealing labels is

profession, was founded in 1905 by a chemist, Dr.

also possible.

August Wolff, in Bielefeld in the eastern part of
Westphalia. Today the company is managed by the
fourth generation of the family. The company feels
it is well equipped for the future with “a full pipeline
of new innovations and even its first participation in
the digital MedTec sector”. In 2018 the company is
targeting a turnover of 300 million euros.
The L 320 is mainly used to label the Linola
Shower and Wash, Linola Oil Bath and Vagisan products. The round and oval bottles, available in three

Top/bottom labelling
The labels are applied to the top and/or bottom.

sizes for each product, are filled on a bottle filling
and capping machine. A checkweigher is also used
to check the product weights. An infeed conveyor
brings the filled bottles from the primary packaging
area to the 3000 mm long modular plastic belt of the
L 320 in the secondary packaging area. All the transport conveyors are resistant to solutions containing
alcohol, ether, or paraffin. The bottles are separated
at the infeed of the labelling machine by means of
a pneumatically operated spacing unit, allowing
them to be fed singly to the labelling station.

Front/back labelling
The labels are applied to the front and/or back.

CONSCIOUS DECISION FOR A WRAP-AROUND
APPLICATOR
After they have been separated, the cylindrical
bottles are turned while stationary by means of a
wrap-around applicator. This enables the label to be
rolled on. MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection and Dr.
Wolff decided on a wrap-around applicator in this
case, ensuring maximum label accuracy is achieved
with the smallest possible footprint. The tolerances
Wrap-around labelling
The labels are applied entirely or partially around the
circumference.

L labelling
The labels are applied to one or both sides of the top and
then over the edge onto the side surface.

of the plastic bottles can also be better compensated with this
labelling procedure, and any spiral offset is largely minimised.

THE BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

Label presence detection can also be directly integrated into the

The L 320 can be operated easily and intuitively via the clear

wrap-around applicator by means of a colour sensor. Data about

HMI 2.0 user interface with 12“ TFT touchscreen and explicit user

any bottle, which is to be ejected due to incorrect labelling, is sent

guidance. The system enables up to 500 items to be saved, and

to the ejection device via the line-motion control.

these can also be backed up on a USB stick. The settings are very

The oval bottles must be very precisely aligned before label-

easy to reproduce. The modular, highly flexible and low-mainte-

ling, allowing exact label placement to be achieved. A motorised

nance labeller also enables conversion to other bottle formats to

press-on unit (in an enclosure) presses the labels securely onto

be performed quickly and without tools. In the case of the oval

the front and back of the bottles.

bottles, only the alignment plate is a format part. “With this label-

At Dr. Wolff a total of just two label dispensers are required

ling solution there are many setting parameters, which do not

for all the tasks. These dispensers are the LD 100 model, which

have to be altered during conversion,” explains Thomas Große.

can be adjusted quickly and easily across the transport direction

The fact that the label rolls are quick and easy to change also

or at an inclined angle. Converting to other bottle formats or sizes

contributes to the reduction in downtime. A further benefit is the

therefore only requires a minimum of downtime. The labelling

fact, that the L 320 meets the GMP requirements as standard,

speed is up to 60 metres per minute. The labels are also printed

which means that no specific adaptations for this are necessary.

with variable data by means of a hot foil printer.

At Dr. Wolff, everyone is highly satisfied with the labelling
solution: “We are delighted. We now have stable and secure

MAXIMUM SECURITY THANKS TO AN INTEGRATED
INSPECTION SOLUTION

process sequences – from separation and alignment of the bottles through to labelling and the roll-on movement. The labelling
results are also very impressive, since there is no deformation

Label inspection is a new feature compared to the previous label-

of the label,” says Project Manager Alexander Popp in summary.

ling solution. In addition to the colour sensor for label presence
detection on the round bottles, there is a camera-based barcode
reader for checking the pharma code (code legible / code correct?)
as well as contrast sensors, which are fitted on both sides of the
transport conveyor, for checking the label presence on the oval
bottles. Any incorrectly labelled bottles are immediately removed
from the labeller by means of a pneumatic ejection device, which
monitors ejection via a light band. The ejected products are collected on a repository table.
A particular challenge for the labelling specialists was detecting the label presence in the case of transparent film labels on
white plastic bottles: “We had to search for a long time to find
a suitable sensor, which actually enabled reliable label presence detection to be achieved,” says Thomas Große, Project
Manager for Medical Technology and Pharmaceutical Sales at
MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection.

L 320 CONVEYOR BELT LABELLER*
Label dispenser
Label position

Any

Label backing strip width (mm)

< 300

Conveyor belt speed (m/min)

< 40

*Depending on the equipment

L 320

Top/bottom/front/back/wraparound/L labelling
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SECURE PACKAGING OF
WOUND CONTACT
PRODUCTS
With its patented Debrisoft® wound contact products, Lohmann & Rauscher offers an holistic concept for all aspects of therapeutic wound cleaning, and one which is painless for patients in its application. For these
products, the packs have to be capable of being sterilised with ethylene
oxide. In order to ensure a high level of pack security is achieved, particular emphasis was placed during the development of the packaging
solution on the quality of the seal seam, where an even distribution of
sealing pressure and temperature during the sealing process is absolutely critical.
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T

he company was formed in 1998 by the merger of the

Posch, Director of Technology and Process Engineering at

two traditional companies, Lohmann Medical and Raus-

Lohmann & Rauscher.

cher. When he founded the company “Handlung in

Material-Waren” in Frankfurt am Main in 1851, Julius Lüscher
laid the foundation for the Lohmann company. The Rauscher

WITH THE RIGHT PARTNER AT THEIR SIDE

company, which was founded in 1899 in Vienna, developed

The tissue removal pads are packed on a R 245 thermoforming

within a short period of time into one of the leading suppliers

packaging machine. “Since the loading on the existing MULTIVAC

of bandages and hygiene products for nursing care in the Aus-

packaging machines was already very high, we decided to invest

tro-Hungarian Empire. Following the merger, the headquarters

in a new machine with three different die sets so that we could

of both companies were retained in Rengdorf in Germany and

achieve flexible use of the packaging system. Due to the many

Vienna in Austria. The internationally operating company cur-

years of successful collaboration with MULTIVAC, there was only

rently employs around 4,000 and generates an annual turnover

one possible supplier,” explains the Technical Director.

of some 600 million euros.

The R 245 thermoforming packaging machine is designed for
the demands of the medical products industry, and the opera-

NEW BENCHMARK IN WOUND MANAGEMENT

tion of the machine is particularly ergonomic and reliable thanks
to the HMI 2.0 user interface, which is operated intuitively. As

A clean wound is essential for the healing process. Thanks to

part of the investment project, validation and calibration of the

Debrisoft from Lohmann & Rauscher, nursing staff in hospitals,

packaging solution at MULTIVAC were also ordered by Lohmann

outpatient services, and medical practices have reliable and ster-

& Rauscher. The packs have to comply with the current Medical

ile products available, which have a positive effect on the healing

Device Regulations (MDR) as well as ISO13485, ISO11607 and

process and therefore quickly lead to visible results. When being

the FDA regulations.

®

used, the soft fibre side of the micro-fibre pad is well moistened

The R245 was also equipped with a discharge conveyor for

with a wound rinsing solution and then lightly wiped in a circular

the synchronised discharge and converging of the packs. The

motion over the wound or the skin surrounding the wound. This

thermoformed pack is produced from a flexible lower web and an

enables the sloping fibre tips to release dead cellular debris and

upper web of medical paper. The gas permeability of the paper

deposits from the wound, as well as scales and keratosis from

enables the packed products to be sterilised with ETO (ethylene

the skin surrounding the wound. This ensures replacement tis-

oxide). “As we had expected, putting the

sue (granulation tissue), which regrows during the wound healing process and enables the wound to close quickly, together
with the existing epithelial cells are gently protected.
“As far back as 2011, we revolutionised wound
management with the introduction of the
Debrisoft® monofilament fibre pad, and
we further expanded our range in
2015 with Debrisoft® Lolly
for deep wounds,”
explains
H e i n z

Karl-

packaging

solution

into service and validating the process went like clockwork,” confirms Karl-Heinz Posch.

ALL OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED
According to Karl-Heinz Posch, the machine and printing system

SECURITY WITHIN THE PACKAGING PROCEDURE IS WRITTEN IN CAPITALS

had to be put into service very quickly, because “the product sells
very well and we wanted to start the production and packaging
procedure as quickly as possible.” Everyone is very satisfied with

Since the products come into direct contact with wounds, the

the pack quality and the thoroughly professional collaboration.

sterility of the products is of the greatest importance. Particularly important for the company was therefore the quality of the
seal seam, which is achieved by an even distribution of sealing
pressure and temperature during the sealing process – as well
as by reliable monitoring. If, for example, the machine stops, it
automatically checks how long the film was under the heating
plates in the forming and sealing dies. If the time is exceeded,
the pack is “marked as reject”. Since reject packs are not cross
cut, they can be easily detected by the operator and removed
immediately. If the sealing pressure is not reached, the affected
packs are similarly rejected.
A thermal transfer printer from a third-party supplier is used for
the product-specific inline printing of variable data such as LOT
number and use-by date on the pre-printed material. This printer
was integrated by MULTIVAC into the packaging line.

R 245

R 245* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 150

Output (cycles/min)

< 15

*Depending on the equipment
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A LARGE PLUS FOR PATIENT SAFETY
It has been on the market for about a year - the T 050 traysealer, the
only solution in the market that can pack solid and liquid medication
at the same time in blisters. This traysealer, developed in close cooperation between MULTIVAC, Medinoxx, a film supplier and a plastic
injection moulding specialist, ensures a high level of safety for
patients both at home and in patient care facilities and retirement
homes. All the medication individually prescribed by a pharmacist, which a patient must take during the course of a day, can be
sealed reliably in one tray and clearly marked.

The unique medication system
offers the possibility of sealing solid
and liquid medication in one tray.
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A

s an experienced specialist in blister packaging, Medinoxx GmbH is not new to the
business. The company was founded in

2010 in Innsbruck, Austria, and has since been
operating very successfully in the blister sector.
In 2014, the company decided to launch its own
blister system for medication onto the market. The
concept was developed from knowledge gained
from many discussions with customers, as well
as from the company’s own market studies and
analysis of requirements, and it also included the
aspects of environmental concern, sustainability,
and high quality standards.
MULTIVAC was on board from the start. This
was because the requirements included several
aspects, which could only be handled by an experienced packaging machine manufacturer with comprehensive expertise in projects and applications.
In conjunction with pharmacists and other representatives from the sector, the company first developed a product profile, in which the requirements
for the new medication system were specified.

SEALING BY MEANS OF PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE
As a matter of principle, the planned blister system
had to be able to function with the use of pressure
and temperature only. A solution was conceived,
in which tablets as well as powdered and liquid
medication could be sealed airtight in small pots.
As regards other technical features, it was also necessary to develop a maintenance-free electric lifting
unit.
The result was the innovative T 050, which was
launched onto the market in April 2017 after a successful pilot phase. Sales for Germany and Austria
are handled solely by Medinoxx Deutschland GmbH
with its headquarters in Ottobrunn. “Up to now we
have been able to gain around 60 customers for the
traysealer, and in 2018 we are looking to achieve the
200 machine mark,” explains Jens Häfner, CEO of
Medinoxx and Medinoxx Deutschland GmbH. The
company has also been able to start successfully
building up international sales: Medinoxx is already
supplying the new traysealer to Belgium, the UK
and Ireland, and other European countries will follow shortly.

RESTRICTING TO THE ESSENTIAL
The compact T 050 from MULTIVAC with a weight
of just 65 kilograms is a semi-automatic traysealer,

which is designed solely for sealing. It is intended
primarily to be used in pharmacies, which supply
medication to care facilities and outpatient services. But the large private patients market, in
which relatives look after patients at home, can
also be served for the first time with this machine.
The maintenance-free, electromagnetic lifting unit
is modular in its design and can develop very high
sealing forces, which ensure a high seal seam quality is achieved. The output of the T 050 is up to ten
cycles per minute.
The innovative operating concept is very convenient and reliable. It is based on simple light
symbols, which can be understood intuitively. The
parameter menu is password protected, allowing
the T 050 to only be used by authorised operators.
Since the traysealer does not require any flexibility as regards the use of different format sets, the
format set has been permanently built into the
machine. After being sealed, pots with a reclosure
function are produced. The sealing plate is safeguarded against overtemperature by means of a
temperature limiter.

NEW PACKAGING CONCEPT
In conjunction with a plastic injection moulding specialist, two pack types were developed – 4 x 7 = 28
impressions and 6 x 7 = 42 impressions. The tray
pack consists of a large plastic carrier, which locates
and pre-positions the trays or pots and the pre-perforated film sheets. The blisters can be produced
either for up to four medication times (small variant)
or for six medication times (large version).
The pots hold either 10 or 15 millilitres. In order

1

2

3

4

1

Carrier with pot

2

Pot with reclosure function

3

T 050 traysealer

4 The pots can also be filled
with liquid medication
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to enable any medication changes to be made, the pots

completely satisfied with the result: “Thanks to the very

can be opened and reclosed again after sealing thanks

good collaboration with MULTIVAC, we have been able

to a hinge function. In order to prevent any tampering,

to develop a new modular medication system, meet-

a grid film is inserted, which enables the user to detect,

ing all the expectations and will undoubtedly establish

whether the blister has already been opened. The edge

itself firmly in the market”. A further benefit: the new

of the pot is designed in a mouth shape, allowing fluid

and maintenance-free lifting unit, jointly developed with

medication to be taken easily. The shelf life of the medi-

a university, now also opens up opportunities for other

cation packed in the blister is up to four weeks. Informa-

applications in the medical and food sectors.

tion and instructions on the medication can be applied to
the pot carrier.

Thought was also given to environmental protection. The blisters and carrier plate can be cleaned in the
dishwasher and then reused. The pots and sealing film

RUNNING THROUGH THE FIRST PHASE
SUCCESSFULLY
The system with its pot blisters was successfully tested
on a random sample basis by the Central German
Pharmacy Laboratory (Zentrallaboratorium Deutscher
Apotheker) in conjunction with both solid and liquid medication. Jens Häfner is delighted not only with the official
approval for his new traysealer but also with the positive
feedback from his customers: “Since the market launch,
we have received a very positive response. The general feeling is that our new solution, namely sealing the
blisters on site at pharmacies, is not only very interesting
but above all very efficient, convenient, and cost-effective. Pharmacists can now also position themselves very
positively with this service in the local market.”
This solution also means a high level of safety and
convenience for patients when taking their medication.
And other partners such as care facilities, retirement
homes, and outpatient centres also benefit from the
total service provided by these pharmacies. The quality
of care is improved significantly by this solution.
“The development of the new traysealer was a technical challenge from the start, since the technology prevailing at the time had to be taken to its absolute limits,”
says Alireza Taghipour, Head of Technology in the Compact Machines business unit at MULTIVAC. One of the
most important tasks was to ensure the seal integrity
of the pot blisters could be achieved with 100 percent
certainty. Keeping within the set target price and achieving cost-effective production were also no trivial task.
“There had been no previous relevant experience in the
industry for the two-component injection moulding for
the medication pots. This area had to be investigated
from the beginning,” adds Alireza Taghipour.

FACTS AND PROSPECTS
Overall, the T 050 sets a new benchmark in the area
of individual blister packaging for patients. For the first
time, pharmacists have the opportunity of sealing
solid and liquid medication in one tray. Jens Häfner is

are produced as single-origin and are environmentally
friendly in their disposal.

THE INNOVATION.
The first modular pot blister.

The revolutionary Medinoxx medication system is
unique worldwide in its patient safety, transparency,
and hygiene. At the same time it also reduces your
costs, is sustainable and saves the environment,
while enabling you to seal liquids in a tray.
Successfully tested on a random sample basis by
the Central German Pharmacy Laboratory (Zentrallaboratorium Deutscher Apotheker) in conjunction
with both solid and liquid medication.
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HOW ARE BUNDLED PLASTIC
AMPOULES PACKED EFFICIENTLY
AND FULLY AUTOMATICALLY IN
FOLDING CARTONS?
In order to react flexibly in future to customer requirements, Recipharm commissioned the MCP project team at MULTIVAC with the
task of developing an upgradable solution for the automated bundling
and cartonning of eyedrop ampoules with an additional pack leaflet.
The modular concept, which appears very simple in summary, was a
real challenge for a variety of reasons for the experienced packaging
specialists at MULTIVAC.
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R

ecipharm Kaysersberg Pharmaceuticals

says Karl-Heinz Weigele, Project Manager for

S.A.S. was founded in 1935 in a chem-

the MCP Medical and Pharmaceutical Division,

ist’s shop, and it was part of Novartis AG

getting straight to the point on the very difficult

from 2008 before being sold to the Swedish

demands of the project.

contract manufacturer Recipharm. The company now employs around 330 staff. Some 90
percent of the turnover is generated through

FIRST PROCESS STAGE: RELIABLE

exports to 55 countries. The main area of busi-

INSPECTION

ness is the filling and packing of pharmaceuti-

Recipharm uses the so-called Blow-Fill-Seal

cal products by means of Blow-Fill-Seal (BFS)

technology for filling the ampoules. The filled

technology. A total of 10,330 m² of production

ampoules are printed in strips of 4 or 5 and

area is available in the French town of Kaysers-

then fed via a transport conveyor to the adjoin-

berg. In 2017, around 400 million pharmaceu-

ing packaging line. A MULTIVAC vision sys-

tical doses were packed in some 15 million

tem, which enables a wide range of detection

batches. Thanks to a new packaging line, the

and inspection tasks to be performed, checks

available capacity is due to be increased to 600

the printed data, captures the orientation and

million doses in 2018.

reports the position to a handling module via

Recipharm envisaged an automated solu-

the IPC control. The two robot systems grip

tion for this, one which “could grow in various

the products one after the other from the con-

expansion stages with our constantly rising

veyor, and then they orientate and place them

requirements, and with which we can manage

very precisely in a carrier system. If the print

the wide range of customer orders flexibly and

data is not correct, the products are not gripped

efficiently,” says Yves Buelens, General Man-

by the robot. These products drop into a waste

ager at Recipharm, summarising the objectives

container. If this occurrence happens three con-

of the project.

secutive times, the system stops immediately.

The new packaging solution was intended
to be designed in such a way that, depending
on the particular customer requirement, the

NEXT PROCESS STAGE: THE CARRIER

ampoules could be packaged in different ways

SYSTEM

- either in a folding carton or alternatively in a

Thanks to the precise transfer of the ampoules

thermoformed pack made of aluminium multi-

from the conveyor to an opposite-running car-

layer film, which is subsequently secondary

rier system, the ampoules are now accurately

packaged in a folding carton. In addition to direct

aligned for the subsequent processes such as

printing of the ampoules, the concept also had

labelling, thermoforming packaging, and carton-

to include the possibility of inline labelling as a

ning. The role of the carrier system is therefore

second version of product marking - as well as

to convert the products from an uncontrolled

a further expansion stage, which enables the

infeed to a controlled state for further process-

products to be packed in plastic boxes as “prod-

ing. “Even though the line components of ther-

uct for stock”.

moforming packaging and inline labelling are

The first phase of the project implementa-

only due to be integrated into the complete

tion was successfully completed in February

solution at a later date, we have already taken

2018. In addition to the product infeed, align-

them into account in our line concept. In order

ment and converging systems, the packaging

to achieve this, the packaging solution was

solution now also includes the equipment for

equipped with the corresponding interfaces,

loading the folding cartons as well as a variety of

and preparations have already been made to

quality inspection solutions. “When the project

implement the required process stages,” adds

began, the most intensive challenge apart from

Karl-Heinz Weigele.

the limited space in the production hall was the

The loaded carrier is then transported away

fact that the filling process for eyedrops is a

for further processing via transport convey-

continuous process, which must not be inter-

ors. “The current situation is that the strips

rupted, if at all possible. When developing a suit-

of unpackaged plastic ampoules are placed

able solution, it was also therefore necessary to

into the folding cartons in different numbers

plan a buffer function for the filled ampoules,”

of layers. As already mentioned, however, by

Solution for the automated bundling
and cartonning of eyedrop ampoules
with an additional pack leaflet.
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Karl-Heinz Weigele, it is already planned to introduce in future
the packing of the products in aluminium multi-layer film on
a thermoforming packaging machine as a further packaging
stage,” confirms Yves Buelens.

THE CARTONNING PROCESS
Here, the folding carton is erected and adhered with hot glue.
The cartonning module itself is a system component, which
was supplied by a third-party manufacturer and integrated by
MULTIVAC into the line. Each carton is already pre-printed
with a code, which is stored in the IPC of the H 242 handling module, so that it can be checked. The carton is only
transported onwards, if the checking process shows that it
is correct, and a dispenser subsequently dispenses the pack
leaflet. If the code can not be read, or if it is missing completely, the carton is ejected into a waste container. If the
code is legible but incorrect, the whole process is stopped
immediately.
The pack leaflet is also pre-printed with a code, which is
stored in the IPC of the H 242. The same scenario is repeated:
if the checking process shows that the code is correct, the
leaflet is placed in the carton by means of a dispensing arm. If

The MULTIVAC Vision System checks the printed data
and orientation of the ampoules.
The ampoules are transferred to a carrier system.

The products are placed into the folding cartons by an
H 242 handling module.

The folding cartons are discharged via a transport
conveyor.
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the code can not be read, or if it is missing completely, the leaflet
is ejected into a waste container. If the code is legible but incorrect, the whole process is again stopped immediately.

THREE OPTIONS FOR OPTIMISING THE PACKAGING
PROCEDURE
The entire system is designed to be so open in its design and

LOADING INTO THE CARTONS

control technology that all the planned functions, or even some
additional ones, can easily be integrated. The packaging solution

A further H 242 handling module loads the products automatically

can therefore be individually adapted to future requirements, and

into the cartons. Two strips at once are picked up by the suction

the system grows with them.

gripper and placed in the carton. The system is designed so flexi-

As an alternative to the current printing of the ampoules, it

bly, that it can handle many different product configurations. After

is also possible, for example, to dispense a label by means of

the carton has been filled, it is closed automatically and sealed

an inline labeller. The very small products must however in this

with hot glue. The cartons are then weighed. If any have the incor-

case be aligned and positioned precisely. “The high level of prod-

rect weight, they are ejected immediately. If required, the car-

uct positioning accuracy in the carriers was actually one of the

tons can be bundled together by means of a wrapping machine

greatest challenges for the handling module. However, we were

as a final process stage. Either simple straps or stretch-wrapping

able to successfully solve the problem of placing the products

are available for this process. A transport conveyor then takes

accurately, allowing this option to be implemented immediately

the cartons to a box packer and palletising unit. Here the cartons

when required,” says MULTIVAC’s project manager, Karl-Heinz

are automatically packed into boxes, which are then closed and

Weigele.

stacked on pallets.

In addition to this, the packaging procedure can be designed

The high level of flexibility in the MULTIVAC solution has been

in such a way, that the currently unpackaged ampoules could also

very well received by Recipharm. Thanks to its modular construc-

be packed in aluminium multi-layer packs on a thermoforming

tion, the whole concept offers many possibilities for expansion of

packaging machine. The MULTIVAC concept envisages, that the

the system, and it is also easy to operate and service. “A further

filled ampoules would be transported via a conveyor from the

benefit is the fact that it is possible to compensate for micro-

BFS system to the thermoforming packaging machine, where

stops within the system, and the overall equipment effectiveness

they would first be placed in the carrier by the handling mod-

is increased by the integrated buffers,” explains Yves Buelens.

ule and labelled as they are lying. Then the labelled ampoules
are automatically removed from the carrier and loaded into the

THE BUFFER FUNCTION - A SIGNIFICANT ASPECT OF THE
PROJECT
The buffer function has a special significance in this packaging
solution. It was planned in from the start, and it is also important

pack cavities of the thermoforming packaging machine. Ther,e
the strips are packed before being picked up automatically and
placed in the carrier, which transports them to the packaging station, where they are automatically packed into the cartons.
In the case of the “product for stock” solution, the printed

in the first project phase for the upstream machine, which must

products are fed by means of a transport conveyor to the

not stop if a downstream machine breaks down. “Small stops in

handling module, where they are placed in plastic boxes.

automated solutions often cause significant losses in the effec-

These boxes then go into storage or for manual packing.

tiveness of the overall line,” as Karl-Heinz Weigele knows only

This option was particularly important for Recipharm

too well.

at the concept stage, since the market sometimes

At Recipharm there are two so-called buffer towers: the first

requires the ampoules to undergo quality con-

tower is intended for the loaded carriers, while the second is for

trol in the form of a leak test, which can

empty carriers. The first buffer tower is used, after the plastic

only take place after a certain time

ampoules have been loaded into the carriers. The filled carriers

has elapsed from the filling of

are buffered in case a downstream machine such as a labeller,

the eyedrops. This means

thermoforming packaging machine, or box erector stops. If a

the ampoules in their plastic

loaded carrier gets to the buffer, an empty carrier is fed from the

boxes must be stored in a

second buffer tower since it is designed as a closed system.

warehouse at defined tem-

A so-called reject monitoring station is installed before the

perature and humidity condi-

buffer tower for empty carriers. This makes sure the carriers,

tions. After the ampoules have

which get to the buffer tower, really are empty, i.e. without prod-

been successfully tested, they are fed

uct. All the cavities of the carriers are checked by means of a light

back again into the packaging procedure.

barrier. Should one strip of ampoules be present in the carrier,

One variant of “product for stock” is the subse-

this carrier is taken out of the system by means of the reject

quent manual packing of small batches. Here, the printed

station. It must then be emptied manually and fed back again by

ampoules are also placed in plastic boxes by means of a handling

hand into the system.

module, after they have been filled. The content of the box is

handled manually as required - either being packed by hand in
small batches or stored for later quality tests.

Overall the solution fully meets the expectations of Recipharm. “Of course MULTIVAC’s concept seems from today’s
perspective rather oversized, but we are already thinking about

AND FINALLY ...

tomorrow. This is because we want to be fully equipped for future
requirements - with a future-proofed solution, which we can

Another aspect, which had to be taken into account during the

expand successively with additional functions,” says Yves Buel-

development of the MULTIVAC solution, was secure line clear-

ens in summary.

ance, since the different production batches must be kept separate at a contract packer such as Recipharm. “The integration
of inspection solutions in the line was also therefore extremely
important for us,” emphasizes Yves Buelens. A colour-marked
carrier is used for monitoring line clearance. The next batch can
only be started, after this carrier has run once through the complete system, and if all the buffers have been emptied.
It was not a problem for MULTIVAC to provide reliable linking
and control of all the line components, even those from thirdparty suppliers - “despite the interfaces for the scanners, which
check the 2D codes on the leaflets and cartons, being significantly more extensive than envisaged, since they have to capture
the operating status in many versions, such as legibility, correctness, illegibility, and non-presence etc,” says Karl-Heinz Weigele,
summarising the requirements regarding the interfaces with
third-party components.
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“COMPANY MISSION STATEMENTS ARE A CRUCIAL FOUNDATION FOR SUSTAINABLE COMPANY
MANAGEMENT”
Interview with Christian Traumann, Director and CFO,
MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG

Mr Traumann, what importance do mission statements have
for sustainable company management?

It is essentially about conveying to employees of an organisation
the meaning and purpose of their daily work. By identifying with
a company mission statement, employees can correlate their
personal motives and values with those of the company. If there is
no identification with the company’s values, there is no meaning
to the work and therefore no motivation. The larger an organisation becomes, the greater the danger that employees can no
longer create a connection between their work and the company
objectives – then they no longer know precisely, what contribution they are making to achieving the company objectives. Only
those, who perceive their tasks as meaningful, are prepared to
commit to them.

Mr Traumann, what relevance does the definition of a mission statement have for the MULTIVAC Group?

The relevance of a mission statement for our organisation is
immense, and I would like to explain to you, why this is. In recent
years MULTIVAC has grown very strongly organically, not
only at our manufacturing sites but also in our Sales organisation worldwide, which now has more than 85 sales companies.
Today we employ more than 1,900 staff at our Wolfertschwenden
site, and this is around double the number employed ten years
ago. There are currently 5,200 employees worldwide within the
Group. In the light of this rapid growth, the relevance of a mission statement, which gives our employees a sense of orientation,
continues to grow all the time. Another aspect of this is the fact,

that MULTIVAC’s future growth will no longer be based solely
on organic growth but also increasingly on acquisitions. When
companies are acquired, it is often a meeting of very different
business cultures – synergies can therefore only be enhanced, if
all employees have the same common understanding of objectives and cooperation. A third aspect, and this may gain in relevance in the future, is the fact that our company is in a process of
transition, not least because of the impact of digitalisation. This
will be creeping in some areas, but in others will be quite disruptive. Against this background, a company mission statement
plays a major role in giving our employees guiding principles
and therefore a high degree of stability.

Mr Traumann, could you sketch out the most important
points in your mission statement?

The definition of our mission statement, “We are success”, is
based on three pillars. The first pillar is “The person”, that
means our employees, whose values we would characterise as
“honest” and “appreciative”. Here it is particularly a question
of anchoring a high degree of authenticity and a positive attitude
within our employees. The second pillar is “The common aim”,
where we define the culture of cooperation within our organisation. Special focus is directed here towards a highly developed
sense of conscious awareness and cooperation, and not just
within our own organisation but also looking outwards towards
customers or other stakeholders. The third pillar, which we
define as “The enthusiastic approach”, is used to characterise
the way, in which we carry out our tasks. Here I would mention
values such as “motivated”, “excellent” and “appreciative”.

THE PERSON

THE COMMON AIM

THE ENTHUSIASTIC
APPROACH
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Mr Traumann, what are the guiding principles for MULTIVAC when defining
this mission statement? How did it arise?

Firstly I would like to mention, that defining our values was a bottom-up process,
in which employees from different areas of responsibility and levels of hierarchy
were involved. In my opinion, this formation process is crucial to its success,
since in this way we can ensure that the values of all our employees, irrespective
of their position in the hierarchy, are incorporated into our organisational values.
In addition to this, I see the process as an ongoing task, since we constantly have
to develop our values to meet the demands of changing circumstances.

Mr Traumann, MULTIVAC is experiencing very rapid growth – what importance do you attach to the company mission statement in the recruitment of
new employees?

As a matter of principle, the company mission statement should
also be reflected in the employer brand, which links the company’s brand identity to the needs of its employees. When
recruiting qualified staff in particular, it is essential today to
communicate all the relevant information about the company brand, and at the same time to address the needs
and expectations of new employees. By doing this, we
want to achieve two objectives: firstly, increasing the
attractiveness of MULTIVAC as an employer, and secondly, ensuring that potential employees fit well into
the company ethos. This means that only those, who
feel engaged with our company brand and value
culture, will apply for jobs.

Christian Traumann, Director and CFO, MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG

Mr Traumann, how do you ensure that new employees are
integrated fully into the organisation, and how do you convey these values to them?

New employees within the Group today undergo a defined training schedule, which is individually designed to the particular
requirements of the person. Conveying our mission statement
and values is a fundamental part of this training schedule. However, our own staff and organisation also contribute in their
daily dealings with new colleagues to conveying our company
values to them, and this begins right at the start of the recruitment process.

One important aspect is the responsible behaviour of each
individual employee – for him- or herself, for other colleagues, for the entire organisation and for other people in
general. Mr Traumann, how do you create the basis for trusting cooperation within your organisation?

We have defined the basis for trusting cooperation within our
organisation in the pillar called “Common aim”. Here the basic
principle is to convey to our employees, that all of them make an
important contribution to the success of our company. The result
of this is our employees identify with the organisation to a very
high degree, meaning not only with the company itself but also
with colleagues, which in turn creates an important basis for
open and fair dialogue. This also means we demand and promote
a high degree of conscious awareness and commitment in our
dealings with each other.

Mr Traumann, as a member of the Management team, you
also have to be an example to others, you must be credible and live the values, which you wish to convey to other
employees. What role does the Manaement team play in
implementing the mission statement within the company?

As you rightly point out, the Management team has a major role
model function. It is for this reason that the mission statement is
internalised within the Management team – there are for example in-depth workshops conducted with our managers, where
methods are developed for communicating the company mission
statement as part of daily contact with our staff. Here we rely on
the active and creative support of our managers in developing

and implementing suitable channels of communication. Our
Manager Development program also includes methods for conveying the company mission statement to staff.

Only by setting challenging objectives for oneself can one
be successful over the long term. Mr Traumann, which objectives are you pursuing in the medium and long term? How
does the future look for MULTIVAC?

This question can be answered comprehensively with our claim
to “The DNA of Better Packaging and Processing” – this means
that in future we will continue offering our customers the optimum solution for the widest range of applications, not only as
regards packaging but also the upstream and downstream equipment, and we will continue to fulfil our claim to be the market
leader. And last but not least, this requires, above all, qualified
and motivated staff!
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DID YOU
KNOW …
That in June 2018, MULTIVAC organised the 25th Symposium
for the Medical Sector?

T

hat this top-class international

to MULTIVAC, the organising companies

event has taken place several

include manufacturers and suppliers of

times annually for around ten

packaging material, as well as suppliers of

years at various locations worldwide?

marking solutions, specialists in sterilisa-

These have included to date Germany,

tion processes, and various other institu-

Finland, France, Ireland, Netherlands and

tions, such as TÜV Süd.

Switzerland, as well as China, Costa Rica,

The focus of the event is the exchange

Dominican Republic, India, Malaysia,

of experience within the industry, as well

Mexico, Singapore, and Thailand.

as informal networking. The participating

That the symposium is organised

companies and organisations engage in a

either by various partner companies

lively exchange of information and devote

jointly or by one main organiser, for exam-

themselves to the current topics of the

ple a MULTIVAC subsidiary. In addition

day within the sector; these also cover all

aspects of the process chain. There is discussion, for example,
on innovations and trends as well as standards, legislation and
regulations, but also on the current requirements of the market,
which demand appropriate and forward-thinking solutions from
the industry.
In June 2018, the “Anniversary Event” took place in the Allgäu region (Bad Grönenbach, Germany) on the subject of “Evolution in Technology and Regulation of Medical Device Packaging: Challenges and Trends”. In addition to presentations by the
organising companies and highly informative contributions from
guest speakers, the varied program also included interactive
workshops and tabletop exhibitions - and there was of course
the opportunity for networking during the breaks. On the second
day of the event all the participants were invited by MULTIVAC to
a tour of the Wolfertschwenden site. Here the visitors were able
to gain an insight into the MULTIVAC product portfolio and the
packaging specialist’s expertise in innovation and technology.
The date of the next symposium is already fixed: on 16 and
17 October 2018 MULTIVAC and its partner companies will be
inviting representatives from the sector to Venlo (Netherlands).
We would be delighted to welcome you there!

MCP 2018
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